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Women's hockey on the ·m ove
SCSU women's
" hockey may get
grant this spring ·
by Kristin Albrecht
CO--NEWS EDITOR

Varsity women's hockey at
SCSU this fall is like a sun peeking
over the horizon.
The
Minnesota
Sports
Commission has made a proposal
to give fou r s1a1e universities,

including SCSU, $250,000 each to
start women's hockey teams,
"We have the rules .in plJ!CC and
know What needs to be done 10 start
a women's hockey ._ team," said
Barry Wegener, director or
Marketing and Communications. .
'!Once we push the button it's ago."
Wegener said SCSU will know
if it wi ll receive 1he grant in April.
SCSU had planned 10 add
women's hockey in the year 2000.
Ir the money is given to the
university the current women's club
would tum into ·a varsity team as

Victimaed:

soon as 1his fall.
The
Central
Minnesota
Regional Events Center in its early
planning stages is actually helping
out the hockey program at SCSU.
This is because Rep. Phyllis
Kahn, chairwoman of a House of
Representatives committee, sai d
she will block any money until
SCSU gives the women's team
equality.
• Kahn is on a committee the
events center must go through.
·
"We are real hopeful that the
center will happen," Wegener said.

The SCSU Women's Hockey
Club has two teams, bolh A and G.
The A team is the "Collegiate
Team" and plays in the Midwestern
Collegiate Women's Hockey
Alliance. 1ne Collegia1e Team has
16 mimbers. The C team plays in
the Minnesota Women's Amateur
Hockey Association and has 17
members.
Both teams _play at National
Hockey Center and have a schedule
of games both home and away.

-=-------'-Go TO HOC~EY, PAGE 6 •
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The SCS~ _wome~·s h?Ckey
program remains idle as _1t _a~a1ts the
day the program turns D1v~s1on I.
In its seven
years as a cl~b
iport, I~ Husk~es
have finished thml
nationally and the
club has increased from 20 to 33
players.
Recent talk of a regional events
center has affected when the club
may reach its debut.

I,-.~

STUDENTS PUT FINISHING TOUCHES ON WINTER WEEK

Student shares
tragic story
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

The recent rapes on the St
Benedict/St. John's campuses have
left more than a few in shock.
Since July I, SCSU has seen 15
re(Xlrtcd sexual assaults. Seven of
these auacks occured during the
first week of school.
According to Lee LaDue,
SCSU's coordi nator for Sexual
Assau lt Services, one in four
women in college will be the vic1im
of sexual assaull or an attempted
sexual assault.
Even as recently as last week,
two women were physically
assau lted on or near SCSU's
campus. One of these may have
mistakenly been reported to police
as a sexual as.sault, the victim is not
suie of the anacker's intent.
The trend of reported sexual
assau.lts has not grown al SCSU
since last year. In fact, LaDue said
the numbers may actually be down
this year.
. . But it does happen here, and one
student has decided to come
forward to tell her story, more than
a year after she was raped by a
friend.

See her story, Page 4.

Saro K.inc/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Senior Tonia Johnson and sophomore Jamie Ireland work on a snow sculpture of actor Walter Matthau Wednesday on the
southside of Atwood Memorial Center. The sculpture was a part of a conte~t sponsored by University Programming Board.

Speaker gives insight to activist's family life
Malcolm X's daughter
revealed father's dream
to SCSU students
by Sara Kirk
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

A bullet exploded across the room,
landing directly in the middle of the speaker's
chest.
· His daughter, four years old, and wife who
was pregnant with twins both stared in
disbelief as a pool of blood spread across his

"14.;lt-JZ

myn

black suit and starch white shirt. He raised his
hands and fell backwards.
'They"re killing
husband,"
screamed his
wire.
. ·'
· The three gunmen
escaped out onto the
cold street of New York
as Betty Shabazz and
Qubilah
Bahiyah
Shabazz watched their
father, Malcolm X, die.

the A!~~~:~ 0
daughters of Malcolm X
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Aitallah
Shabazz

and Betty Shabazz, wasn't in the Audubon
Ballroom when Thomas Hagan, Muhammed
Abdul Aziz, and Kalil Islam assassinated her
father, but the feelings of loss are sti ll
remnant in her soul.
Students had the privilege to see a
glimmer of history, as Shabazz spoke in fron t
of an audience of about 600 students Tuesday,
in Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
When speaking of her father, she said,
"For some people it was an idea, a
philosophy, a movement, but for me it was
simple: daddy."
Shabazz was 11 years old when her fat her
was killed, and expressed that she was one of

Qi,J,,i,,fJ,itr.w~

the few siblings to actually know her father as
a pal, a friend and as a father.
"My sisters are the daughters of a legacy,"
Shabazz said. "I'm the daughter of my dad."
Growing up was difficult for the Shabazz
family, especially after Malcolm's dea1h.
Malcolm 's widow, Betty, began her
widowhood as an outcast not only among
whites, but also among many blacks.
She did not acquire respect among many
African Americans until right before her
death.

Go TO SHABAZZ, PAGE 3•
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
Feb. 9-12 is Financial Twins caravan stops
Aid Awareness Week in St. Cloud, includes
To increase awareness about student Kirbyyyyyyy Puckett

A one•cent sales tax is being proposed in
the legislature, and shou ld be up by
Monday.
The center is estimated to cost $50
million.

financial aid, the Minnesota Association of
the

Kirby Puckett was part of the Minnesota

Minnesota Higher Education Services Offices
hotli~ Feb. 9
lhrough Feh 12.
Students and parents can use the hotline
from 5 to 9 p.m., Monday through Thursday.

Twins winter caravan tour delegation that
made its final stop Wednesday at O'Hara's

Financial

Aid

Administrators

and

. w~,l sponsor a financial aid

The toll-free number is 1-800-657-3866,

Brew Pub and Restaurant in St. Cloud.
Twins manager Tom Kelly, announcers
Ryan Lefebvre and John Gordon, and Twins
president Jerry Bell accompanied Puckett.

students and parents can speak with an

experienced financial aid administrator.
The hotline is part of the annual Financial
Aid Awareness Week sponsored by the state's
financial aid administrators and the Services
Office.
The purpose is to help fami lies learn more
about sources and types of assistance, eligibility
requirements and application procedures.

Sales tax money may
pay for. events center.
Sales tax, as a fonn of payment for a new
Twins stadium was sho1 down, but it is
currently on the table as the funding for the
events center to be located in St. Cloud.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
Variety show
7 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium.

'Say Anything' and
'Grosse Pointe Blank'
7 and 9:30 p.m. in Atwood
Little Theatre. usay Anything"
plays first and uGrosse Pointe
Blankn will follow: The films
will play at the same times on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

FRIDAY
Black Storyteller
Alliance
Noon at St. Cloud Technical
College.

Comedian
7 p.rii. in Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium. Comedian Scott
Faulconbridge's performance is
free to everyone.

SUNDAY
'Spice Up Your Lile'
Noon and 5 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall Main Gym.
"Spice Up Your Life" will be .
presented by the SCSU
Dance Team. The cost is $3.
Contact Keri at 253·6602 for
more information.

'Rollerdome'
Noon to 8 p.m. at
Metrodome, in Minneapolis.
To submit information for the
events calendar; mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
News.
. ...................... 3·6
Career and Money ................... 7
Commentary/Opinion ........ 9/10
Sports ..................................... 11
Diversions . ......................... . l 5
Classifieds .. ........................... 18

1\vo unrelated

robberies occur. early
Sunday morning
At 4:26 a.m. Sunday a man was robbed
by four men in Sauk Rapids. Suspects were
apprehended.
About six hours later, Ca.sh Wise in
Waite Park was robbed. The two incidents
are n9t believed tp be related. The suspect
remains on the loose.
In the firs1 robbery, the Sauk Rapids man
was walking in a parking lot when a vep.icle
drove up to him.

STATE
Subscribers now
have choice:
swimsuit or no
swimsuit issue
Guess which Sports Illustrated
issue is 1he most popular?
Good guess.
But fo r the first lime SI
subscribers have a choice as to
whether or not they want the
swimsuil issue included in their
weekly mailings.
By dialing 1-800-528-5000,
subscribers can choose the option to
bypass the swimsuit issue.
Never mind the new option, the

& NATION BIUEFS
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Published on the front page of
The College Chronicle, on Feb. I0
were the fqllowing excerpts.
Tense, expectant moments were
frequent during the past week for TC
(which means teachers college) lads
and lassies. Many cases of nervous
stomach and indigestion were
reported. Nevei- before had the young
coeds smiled more affectionately al
the passing TC men. Meanwhile, the
men were checkiflg the field over
much as a super sleuth on the trail of
a criminal.
Heallh Services reported more
cases of eye strain than ever before 190 much staring.
Many more nervOus ,• lads
rehearsed their lines as they waited to
use the phone. Many more nervous
lads rehearsed their lines as they
waited. Others tentatively lried out
various 1echniqUes before the critica I
judgement of friends.
What was the reason for all of this
disruption in nonnal college life?
Back to /998: all that was written
about the "Cupid Capers" Valentine
Ball.

Lord of Life Lutheran Church in

swimsuit issue sold 54 million
copies last year, 24 million of those
coming for weekly subscriptions,
by far its most popular issue.
But the new option has
accomplished its goal, to stop
people
from
canc~Jing
subscriptions in protest of 1he issue.

most recent being the decision to
keep Dennis Green as head coach.
Clancy announced he will keep
Green on as coach and, Vikings
presidenl Roger Headrick, one of
Clancy's main competi1or's for the
ownership, will stay on as
president.

Author pens
newest chapter
in Vikings story

Gay pastor gets · WCC0-1V drops
boot from ELCA
out ofl\vins mix
An openly gay pastor who

The author of 'The Hunt for
Red Oc1ober" has footed the bill to
become the owner of the Minnesota
Vikings football franchise.
For slightly more than $200
million he has earned the rights to a
team who has struggled through
controversy upon controversy, the

refused to resign from his Ames,
Iowa, parish will be removed from
the clergy roster ·of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of America, a
hearing panel ruled Tuesday.
The ruling . in the c:;ise of Rev.
S1even Sabin came the day af1er the
conclusion of a two-day hearing.
Sabin, pastor of the 250-member

Ames,
has
been
living
open1y with his partner, Karl Von Uhl.
The EL.CA allows gay clergy to
serve congregations and work in
other church organizations but
requires them 10 remain celibate. The
issue has caused controversy within
the_ church for nearly two decades.

WCCO-TV announced Tuesday
it is dropping the Minnesota Twins
broadcast. Meanwhile, Midwest
Sports Channel will continue to
broadcast I05 games.
The Twins uncertain future
played a part in its decision, said
WCCO general manager Jan
McDaniel.
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Four indivjd1.1als got out of the car, one
carrying a steel pipe, one C"arrying a
baseball bat',' and a third suspect reached
into his pocket, possibly reach\ng for a gun.
The man with the baseball" bat hit the
victim and took off with his wallet.
Suspects Michael Ghant, 19, Sean
Steele, 18, and Alexander Hill; 18 were
brought to Benton County Jail. The fourth
suspect ',1/as · captured and is a
juvenile.
The man handed a note to a worker at the
courtesy counter, which read that he was
armed and demanded cash. He proceeded 10
reach over the counter and grab money out
of the cash register.
The man is described as about 5 feel 6
inches tall, thin build, black hair and dark
skinned, possibly Hispanic.
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recentJoss of he. mother still is difficult for her.
"Sometimes I would rather just be in the
cocoon that heals me," she said "But despite
my tragedies, I have been blessed to be with my
parents as human beings."
In 1992, Spike Lee produced the film
"Malcolm X'' to depict the life of Malcolm from •
hisbirthtohisdeath. "
A student (who) wilhin the audience in
Kimberly A RitscheAuditorium asked Shabazz
whether she felt the film was accurate.
"You have to have a certain responsibility
with artistic ~xpression not to alter the lruth,"
she said.
Malcoln'l's grandmother was · from the
Caribbean and was half white and half black,
which Shabazz called "mulatta."
In the Lee film, he depicted · Malcolm's
grandmother as a product of ra~ .which is not

PAGE 1

She did not acquire respect among many
African Americans_ until right before her

death.
According to Otis Lawrence Graham of

U.S. News & World Report, 'The year was
1966, one year after MaJcolm's assassination,
and several black,nothers were waiting for their
children in front of the private school I attended
with Betty's two eldest daughters in Mount
Vernon, N.Y Qubilah was six; I was five. 'l

think it's Islam or Muslim ~ -something like
that,' clucked another mother as Betty, forcing a
smile and a nod, guided Qubilah and Attallah,
into the back seat of her dark blue Oldsmobile:
These stay-at-home housewives of local

dentists and lawyers wanted nothing to do with
Shabazz family and their Malcorm X
legacy."
·
It :was. after Betty received a Ph.D. in
education and had raised her daughters to be
successful that She began to receive recogtUtion
in the black community.
The only daughter who didn't seem to fit
was Qubilah. Even after 30 years since the loss
of Malcolm, the hatred within the Shabazz
family still remained.

accura1e.

Jl.te

Also another scene shows Malcolm
speaking to his daughters in a crack in the door,

saying goodnight to them.
Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Attallah Shabazz, daughter of Malcolm X, delivered a remembrance of her father
Tuesday evening in Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium to an audience of about 600
students. Here, she is pictured speaking wtth sophomore Dexter Stanton, who
attended a class taught by_ Shabazz's mother titled, "Hospital Administration" at
According to Tom Morganthau of
Medgar Evans College in New York City.
Newsweek, January, 1995, when Betty was

asked whether she believed Farrakhan was
. inv.olved in her husband's murder, she replied,
''Of course, yes."
Sadly enough, in January of 1995, Qubilah
was presented with a nine-count federal
indictment charging her with plotting to kill
Malcolm's rival and successor, Minister Louis

Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam, for his reputed
complicity in her father's murder.
Qubilah convinced the government to drop
the charges in agreement that she would attend
drug and psychiatric treatment.
While attending treatment she sent her son,
Malcolm, 12 years old, to live with his

grnndmolher, Betty.

.

Reportedly, he was unhappy he had been
separated from his mother, so he set fire to her
New York apartmenl
Betty suffered third-degree bums over 80
percent of her body and died June 23, 1997.
Attallah expressed during her speech that the

Shabazz said. "My father wouldn't have
done · that. He was the kind of man _that
would've tickled us in our beds."
Mike Sharp, United Ministry Campus
minister, said, "Civil Rights was about changing
laws. Now that _laws are\ changing, the
challenges are to find avenues for activism.." .
"I consider myself a daughter of the
revolution, but that doesn't mean revolution
has to be violent," Shabazz said. '11 can be
hugging your friend when they're having a
bad day."
Senior Marvin Lyman, chairman for
Council for African American Students said,
"Where you don't use it, you don't
move."

Admissions director to retire after 32 years of service
Sherwood Reid has seen dramatic changes in enrollment over three-decade tenure
by Mandy Jackson
Co-~EWS EDITOR

Sherwood Reid, director of
Admissions, will retire this summef
after 32 ye&sa1SCSU.
Reid said what he will miss most
~~-;:;~:~::,,.:~~ta~~ed~13!i;
members come and go in the
Admissions office since .1%6.
While Reid has been at SCSU he
~!~n~me dramatic changes in
In 1992 ,
the number
of
, high
school

REID

;~~

sch~~~dS~~~!:~t
J. Graham started the discussion of
enrollment numbers as college
enrollment overa11 was decreasing in
th e 6~~~~~ties for Reid as

~~~n~re~eid's
SCSU was
first to do a
search mailing

S~!~~

the director of Admissions include
providing the resources so other
counselors can do their job. He said
those resources include computers

~':u:~s.sc~}
of the mailing
list is sent one
mailing while
the other half is

o-l'R,,-.e.

W.....,

Sherwood Reid
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS

::~e~ff~~~
said they can
see when they

there was an
8 -5 percent
aJI

stu!~i~,!>1~:~;~J:os=:~
serves on enrollment management
committees. The Office of Records

i~!~rhi!~~!i ~t:d::ing is

f;c~!':~:
of

:;ilicatio::t:t~=l~ment

the

while enrollment at the rest of the
::e~~iversities has decreased by 3

a.:·

0

Also in the early 1980s, the
Minnesota budget was so tight that
at one point the university could not
pay the postage to · respond to

~.~:ieht~:e ~~~:::n~s0 ~ 1t~~
other universities.
Another request of Reid's was to
the SCSU Foundation for a

~~~~eb~~t~li~: ~~\~8~

scholarships

in a few years time.

~~~:~·~~~;:!{~ !~:~
now

is

that

he

~~: ~ea~:::~~1~J:

this•~i.~~ei~~~~ data man in

foundation.

One of his responsibilities' h~
been to keep track of the numbers of

of ~~ s~:
ha~ i~~~t fsro~
university's enrollment compared

;~t:v:~ ~a:d~!~

wi~:.eiestaa7wua1:e~~~~- to stay

;1:

file.
Last spring, the Admissions
office
started
calling

~~i:L more
When
infonnation is
requested, it is
generally sent

fu:~;:e0 r5:~en!h!t:ea~e~~
waiting until their senior year to
start
telling
them
about
SCSU.
Despite the many firsts Reid

~~ th~e:~z~

~~i~ ~d.q:

;~~;~

An enrollment increase that
started in the early 1980s peaked in
1987 with an increase of over 30
percent in freshm"en enrollment,
Reid said.

~~~If:~-£;:·f~~ih~~

~~o::~t~'

ause
y,wi

ons

·aesaid

"1 be hired who has an imilerslanmng of"

~fo~~t~~~ SC~~alread~n hast:~

infonnation to
prospective '
students has

''The college
who gets the

and admits students if they have an
ACT score of 25 or are in the top
~~~::t th ~i~~1
~f am=~~::
requirements, Reid said he reviews
th e person's application.
SCSU has· a tougher ACT score
requirement than the other state
Universities, at Reid's request. To be
accepted at SCSU, a student is

::~~~~.ho

They call n,e the
data man in this

~i=g ~!TI~~s f: $~~':gbe:~

::~~.
r~;~~:tme~~
at SCSU has increased by 14 percent

=~~ted

·-

able to answer any questions they
might have.

much

SHERWOOD

ahead of the other schools," Reid
"We view it as a whole process
SCSUhasalsobeenthefirststate
said.
rather than a one shot visit," Reid university to give students a free TSCSU has done many things said. Inipal visits are followed up shii-t when they take a tour of the
before the rest of the s.tate with mailings and phone calls. Also, campus and the first to send
universities
~
the~y~"l ~~or , prospective students a preprinted

so
that

.ri:~~
-L.-'...:_.-■

always been the case.
When Reid started as the director
ofAdmissions,theofficedidnotpay
attention to enrollment numbers. At
that time his job was to visit high

kest geLs

!~~:~ ~ ~ ~:~

:~

day at SCSU on June 30, the day of
his
32nd
anniversary
at
SCSU.

Thursday, February ~. 1998
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One forgotten night,. a lifetime of pain
him in would only make her
recovery more difficult. She also
·said she was afraid no one would
This is a true story for all the believe her.
women in pain.
Amy waited until .now to tell her
"When the hean weeps for what story because she thought she could
it has lost, the soul laughs for what deal with everything on her own.
it has found." - Amy, SCSU But as the anniversary of the rape
student.
approached, she felt more and more
Amy left the house at about uncomfonahle. Life got haTqer. She
10:30 p.m. on a Tuesday night for couldn't sleep at night and began
what was supposed to be the failing classes. When she decided
celebration of a milestone in her to tell her story she decided on 1his
life. She now wears 1hat milestone approaCh. She wants to tell all the
around her neck.
women at SCSU her story in hopes
It was her birthday. It was the of helping others
.. first time she'd been out in St.
Her feelings about Bo~ are
~ Cloud, and the last time she felt mixed.'
·
good about herself. ·
·
"He acted of his own free will/'
Amy was _raped by a friend later Amy said. "And · sometime,
that night. She was not drunk, and somewhere, I firmly believe he'll
she had no control over what do it again and hang himsel f."
happened to her. She believes she
Amy said she was initially sad
was drugged by her friend while about losing her friend.
she was downtown, but she can't
''I cried a lot," ·she said. "I
prove it.
abandoned
Her real
school. I don '1
name
has
feel passion for
been changed
-anything
to protect her
anymore. Yo~
identity. Amy
can
run
is a respected
I
organizations
member of
during the day,
the campus
go to school and
community,
play sports, but
active in at
at 3 a.m. it's
least
one
hard
to do
Amy
high-profile
anything
but
SC.SU RAPE VICTIM
campus
think."
organization
Amy's
and an athlete. She is not white or biggest regl'Ct i's the change in the
African-American or Asian - she is way she looks at life.
of all colors - ·a woman in pain.
"It makes me mad," she said.
The man who did this IO her, "He has no problem sleeping,
Bob (Amy would not give his real working or having a relationship. It
name), is also well known member makes me real mad. I'm 3.lmost
of the campus community. They flunking out of school.
used to be close and still share .
"I used (0 be very evenmutual friends.
tempered. Now it's mood-swing
The night began when Amy and city," she said angrily, snapping her
her friends planned a party and fingers.
went to D.B. Searle's in downrown
According to Lee LaDue,
St. Cloud. Amy said she remembers coordinator of SCSU's Se:Xual
having two drinks ~nd later Assault Sel'Vices, Amy's anger is
accounts from friends indicate she part of the healing process.
had little or nothing else for the rest
."There are different ways
of the night.
people deal with sexual assault,"
"I only remember havin"g two or LaDue said. "Typically, I don't see
three drinks at most," she said. "l people until they begin to feel angry
don't drink a lot. I think we left about what has been done to them."
D.B. 'sat 11: 15 p.m:
LaDue said the victim's first
"He was with us all night. When reaction is shock, disbelief and an
it came_time to go home, a friend overwhelming rush of emotion.
wanted me to go with her hut my This is usually"followed by denial.
other friends took me home. He
"Denial is a very import_ant part
came with."
of the healing process," LaDue
Amy explained that Bob was said. "It allows the person to
such a well-known friend he had become stronger while regaining
spent the night on several their daily routine. This helps them
occasions. The two even dated two when the overwhelming feelings
or three times in the past:
return and the anger comes."
"I don't remember much of the
Next comes anger, self-blame
actual rape," she sai_d. "I remember and somelimes suicidal thoughts, a
images of waking up and realizing loss of trust ilnd flashbacks.
he was in the room. When I woke
Amy's family did not know
lhe next morning. all my clothes whal was wrong when she was
were on, and I thought nothing had raped. She still· hasn't told all of
happened. But when he redressed them. But they knew something
me, he forgot to put my underwear was wrong, and they were worried.
back on."
"My mom would get up in lhe
When she went to the bathroom middle of the night to sec if I was
and discovered her underwear . still ali ve," Amy said. 'The though!
missing, she also found she was · (suicide) never really CroS!ICd my
bleeding profusely from her vagina. mind, but ii easi ly could have.
She said the area was bruised and
"It seems unreal - like it never
sore .. Amy asked Bob about ·,he really happened - like it was
night before, and he told her it was someone else's life."
completely consensual. They have
LaDue said the final s1age of the
never discussed the incident since healing process is integration.
that morning.
"The last step for a victim is
Amy never spoke to her friend integrating their lives back inlo the·
again and does not want to confront community," she said.
him. She also does not want
Amy said her experience has
retribu1ion, so she has· not turned made her realize how strong she
him in to the police or 1he can be.
university. She explained tufning
.., don't want to say this has

.br..shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

,'i onf:y remember having two ·or three drinks at most.
I don't drink a lot. ' '

.

.

.

don't feel passion
for anything
anymore.

Photos suhmijted by SCSU Sexudl As.wult Sen-ices

Rohypnol comes in various forms. It has a cross or a single line on one side. The other side has
the word "Roche" and a one or two inside a circle. Drugs of the same class have other numbers.

been good for me," she said. "But, I
never knew how strong I could· be
in the face of adversity."
·
Another aspect of Amy's life
which changed after 1he rape was
her dating practices.
"I don't have a mass distrust of
men," she said. "I just don't date
much anymore."
Feel bad about what happened
to Amy, but don't pity her. She ison
her way to recovery.
'There are so many myths about
sexual assault." Amy said. "I had
them before I was raped, and I had
them after. Just because you're
raped, ,!t doesn't make you that
person.
According to LaDue, one in four
women in college will be the victim
of sexual assault or an attempted
sexual assault. She gels her

information from a study done by drug. lt is a controlled substance
Mary Koss at the University of and as of October 19%, it carries a
Arizona. This information was · hefty penalty if distributed to
published in a book by Robin someone without their knowledge.
Warsaw called "I Never Called it
F. Hoffmann-LaRoche of
Rape."
Switzerland manufactures the drug
LaDue said; "Many people for use in other countries.
don't believe they'll be the victim
It also has research laboratories
of a crime, the denial that someone in the U.S. It is suspected the drug
will do that to them is so strong, comes into the U.S, through
they have to reorder their lives and Mexico by way of the U.S. Postal
their way of thinking."
Service.
LaDuc said she felt the
Life is continuing for Amy. She
indicators of _involuntary drug use said she plans to be more careful,
in Amy's case were strong. She said and she sometimes wishes she
she wants to stress to students that could make sense of what happened
most sexual assaults involve the use to her.
of alcohol. But in this case she said
"I wish I had some wonderful
she thought something like quote which could tie it all
Rohypnol was used.
together," she said. "But I guess
Rohypnol is a memory eraser. It statistically, things like this just
is also known as the '.'date-rape" happen."
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Black poet
popular with

all cultures
Langston Hughes
fXJD~000©/2\(1
I
senes
I
remembered
the newspaper for Central High
.. during Black
School in Cleveland.
After high school, Hughes went
· History Month
to live with his father in Mexico for
by Mandy Jackson·
CO-NEWS EDITQR

At the 51 st annual meeting of
the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People in
June 1960, poet Langston Hughes
was given the Spingam medal,
awarded every year to an
extraordinary black individual.
Hughes was born in Joplin, Mo.
on Feb. I, 1902. Hughes' father
moved to Mexico soon after he was
born to escape discrimination and
to become successful. Because
Hughes' mother did not want to
leave
home,
his
parents
separated.
Throughout his childhood he
moved frequently with his inother.
However, in the second gracle,
Hughes was sent from Topeka,
Kan. to live with his grandmother in
Lawrence, Kan.
Several years later Hughes
moved back in with his mother and
her new husband in Lincoln, Ill.
1be new family moved later to
Cleveland, Ohio, where Hughes
attended high school.
While in grade school in
Lincoln, Hughes wrote his first
poem for a prize day and became
the class poet. His first published
poem appeared in The Belfry Owl,

15 months.
Hughes was encouraged by his
father to go to college, so he started
at Columbia University in New
York in 1921. However, Hughes
was more interested in Harlem. He
spent a lot of time' reading and
at_tending plays instead of class.
After a year, Hughes left
Columbia to look for work in
Harlem. By 1923, Hughes signed
on to work on a cargo boat sailing
to Africa, where he explored several
ports on the west African coast.
When he returned to New York
from Africa, Hughes set sail for
Holland. While there he traveled in
other Europe~n cities. Hughes
returned to Harlem on Nov. 24,
1924.
Upon returning to the United
States, Hughes went to live with his
mother ~n Washington as her
second husband had left her. While
working as a busboy at the
Waldman Park Hotel, Hughes was
discovered by the poet Vachel
Lindsay in 1925.
Hughes had left ,three of his
poems next to Lindsay's dinner
plate. When Hughes came to work
the next day, there were reporters
and photographers waiting to meet
him.
However, Hughes was already

well known among Black
Americans. He had been writing in
Harlem with other Black writers
like Countee Cullen and Zora Neale
Hurston · and had been printed in
publications like The Crisis and
Opportunity. Hughes wrote about
the common language and music of
Harlem, namely jazz.
'The Weary Blues;' the title of
one of Hughes' JX>ems, was his first
anthology, published in 1926.
Hughes finished his college
education at Lincoln University in
Pennsylvania in 1929.
During the summer of 1926,
Hughes started a magazine called
Fire with other Black writers and
thinkers, though it didn't last long.
He spent his next summer vacation
in the south, ending the summer by
sailing to Havana from New
Orleans.
By this time. Hughes was being

published in popular magazines like foreign correspondent for several
Vanity Fair and The New Republic. black newspapers covering the civil
"Fine Clothes to the Jew" was his war in Spain. During this time he
second volume of poetry, published also traveled to Paris where he
in 1927. He wrote a play called attended the International Writer's
"Mulatto" and began his novel Conference in July, 1937.
called "Not Without Laughter,"
Hughes published "A New
Song," a book of poetry in 1938.
eventually published in 1930.
During the last haJf of Hughes' From 1942 until the year he died in
life, his poems became more 1967, Hughes published seven
negative and discontented. He collections of poems. Also, during
sympathized with the Soviets, this time he published a short story
especially after a trip around the book, "Laughing to Keep From
world in 1932 during which he Crying" (1952) and another novel,
visited the Soviet Union, China and . "Tambourines to Glory" (1958). By
Japan. Hughes' agreement with the time he died 12 volumes of his
leftist ideas brought him before poetry had been published.
Sen. McCarthy's court, though he
Biographical information on
was absolved in 1953.
Hughes ,came from The Heath
By early 1934, Hughes joined Anthology of American Literature,
the editorial committee of The New Volume two and Black Poets of the
Masses and wrote 'The Ways of United States.
White Folks," a collection of short
stories. In 1937, he became a

De$igns by Joey Clapper in
Platinum and 18ktGold

Crossroads Center

Live your faith.

251-4812
Mon-Fri 10 - 9

Satl0-6
Closed Sunday
Ask about our interest
free financing.

SCSU DIAMOND DISCOUNT
33% OFF REGULAR PRICE
WITH STUDENT JD THROUGH FEBRUARY 14

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:J0 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3260
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Hockey

PAGE 1

The Collegiate Team plays an average
of two games a week.

such as a better ice 1ime and locker room
situation.
.
He also said the plan to promote gender
equity would cap spending on the men's
hockey program and would bring the
$450,000.
women's up to another level. The men's
Club President Lisa 01.scin said team would not suffer if the women's learn
members buy all their own equipment and went varsity.
pay an average of $120- 125 each season to
Skill levels in the club range from
play.
.
beginners to advanced players.
"We pay for our own cquipmenl,
"We don't cut anyone," Olson said.
transportation, gas and hotel," Olson said. "We have try-outs in the beginning of the
The two teams practice late nights arid season and then separate people into two
early mornings. Olson said they don't gel teams."
: to start ice time unt il 10:O- l l: 15
The club plays varsity, collegiate and
p.m.
Club teams in
Minnesota and
She said they practice three · hours a Wisconsin. The varsity teams are
Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDrroR
week and have games on the Uni versity of Minnesota, Gustavus
weekends.
Adolphus, Mankato and College of St. Junior Lisa Olson is the captain of the women's club hockey team. Due to a new
Wegener said if the learn did go varsity Benedict's.
proposal by the Minnesota Sports Commission, the club squad could be a Division
they would be entitled to a lot of changes
I team sooner than tt originally planned.
The club as a ·student organization
receives a budget of $1,000. The men's
hockey team · receives a budget of

Read, Recycle, Reuse

Starkey Laboratories of Minneapolis will

be attending the MSUS job Fair '98 at the Minneapolis
Convention Center on Monday. February 16th.
Beginning Summer and Fall

6-B mooth

internships/co-ops:

Find out what the Spirit of Starkey is all about Stop by
our booth and visit our representatives. or stop by
your Car:eer/Placement center to review corporate
information and highlights.

Career H o tline: 800-328-8604
6700Was hington Ave nue So uth
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
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Questions to be answered for renters
J

Wednesday's
forum to advise
renters of rights
by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

Students may have questions
and fears when it comes to signing
a lease for the first time.
A forum sponsored by Student
Government on Wednesday will try
to alleviate those fears and answer
any questions. It will also give
students the chance to learn what
their rights are as tenants.
The purpose of the Renter's

Forum is to inform students of their
rights as tenants, to give them some
guidance in choosing an apartment
and to answer questions that
students may have about renting an
apartment
Doug
Clark,
supervising
attorney for the housing Unit at St.
Cloud Legal Services, and Benton
Kent, operations manager for
Campus Management, will be
fielding
students'
questions

at the forum.
may be on your record."
"One of the things they will be
Another item Clark found
talk.int about is the problem with important was students should ask
pa~rwork and how to deal with it,'' questions before they sign a lease.
said Scott Buesgens, student He said problems come from the
services chairman of Student process of evictions, repairs and
Govemryient.
security deposits.
The forum is students chance to
Kent gave the analogy of a
have their questions answered both doctor who treats symptoms 1,000s
from the legal and landlord of times doesn't always think about
standpoints.
· the person who has the symptoms.
"I really would like people to This person is in shock and afraid.
come to the forum with questions,'' He said this is like a first-time
Clark said.
renter who is afraid to take the time
Students taking responsibility is to ask the right questiorls.
a key issue in the tenant and
• "Students need to know what is ·
landlord relationship.
being taken out of their deposits,"
Clark said he planned to talk Kent said. "Many students don't
about the balance between a know what the deposit is for."
landlord and a tenant. He said each
Clark said the following steps
needs to strike a balance in order should be followed if a problem
for the relationship to work.
should occur:
He also said computer
technology is playing a larger role
0 The renter should find
in rental history.
out his/her rights, .
''There are companies that do
0 The renter should meet
computer searches to see if people with
the
owner
to
have problems in their rental discuss the problem,
history,'' Clark said. "An example;
0 The renters should work
would be if you were evicted three out any agreements in
years ago and fou r years after you writing.
graduated You wanted to rent that

Deductions of student loan
interests to take effect soon
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

Along with the Lifetime Leaming and Hope
Scholarship tax credits, a deduction of student loan
interest was mentioned in President Bill Clinton's State
of the Union Address last week.
"Taxpayers who have taken loans to pay the cost of
attending an educat_ionaJ institution for themselves,
their spouse, or their dependents may deduct interest
they pay on loans," said Philip Lewenstein, director of
Communications and Legislative Services.
Frank Loncorich, director of the Office of
Scholarships and Financial Aid, said there was a similar
program set up that involved some of the same
circumstances _this program was set up to do.
"A number of years ago, interest paid on loans, even
credit cards, could be a tax deduction," Loncorich said.
"This tax deduction includes all federal programs, from
the federal parent program to the Federal Perkins
Loan."
Lewenstein said the deduction doesn't only occ.ur
for the 1998 year, but the deduction continues.

.
magi.

ti

"'The maximum deduction per taxpayer begins at
$1,000 in 1998 and increases by $500 per year to
$2,500 in the year 2001 and beyond," Lewenstein said.
'The deduction is available for interest payments made
during the first 60 months of required interest
payments."
Loncorich said the deductions should have no effect
on the grant programs.
"It won' t reduce the money that aid programs
receive and the Pell Grants and tax deductions are
separate," Loncorich said. "Basically, the deduction is
restored to what it used to be. I don't know why it
wasn't changed from five years to 10 years, because
that's usually how long people are paying their loans."
Both Lewenstein and Loncorich said the deduction
will include the Minnesota Supplemental Education
Loan Fund for students.
"Any interest payments that are made in 1998 on the
federal and Mionesota SELF loan programs, are tax
deductible," Loncorich said. ''This doesn't include
interest from the past."
According to Loncorich, this deduction shall remain
for students until Clinton leaves office.

University Chro11idc will be
selling Love Lines at 50
cents per line until
Monday, Feb. 9. They will
be published in the
Thursday, Feb. 12 issue.
Drop off your public display of affection at the
Chronicle office in Stewart
I{all room 13.

He suggested the tenant should a very small percent of its tenants
discuss the situation with the have those problems though.
owner, work out a good agreement,
"We have not experienced any
solution and make sure anything more problems than in the past,''
verbal
is
Kelltsaid.
followed up in
With
writing.
semesters
If
starting
in
satisfactOry
August, he said
agreem~nt has
the pressure to
not
been
really would like increase rent is
reached, court
low.
action may be
"Because of
taken.
the increase of
The majority
the leases, the
of renters blow
cost is spread
the problems
out and there is
off. Clark said
a decrease in
Doug Clark
most
aren't
monthly
SUPERVISING.ATTORNEY FOR
confrontational
ob Ligation,"
THE HOUSING UNIT OF
and don't take
Kenrsaid.
ST. CLOUD LEGAL SERVICES
action until the
Whee
problem
renters
sign
becomes
their
leases
serious.
they need to read that lease and
"When carpets ·are tom, that is understand there are strict rules that
not as big a deal, compared to when need to be followed.
someone's heat goes out," Clark
The Renter's Forum will be
said.
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., Wednesday
Kent said one of Campus in the St. Croix Room in Atwood
Management's biggest problems is Memorial Center. The forum is free
with alcohol consumption. He said and open to all.

I

people to come to
the forum with
questions.

Attention'

Pre-Business
Stu1dents

You are required to

a~met6the

Student Services
·Office
to obtain.Your
ACCESS CODE,
TH( DAY BEFORE YOU
ARE SCHEDULED TO
REGISTER!

Advisers. will. be. available
in BB 123, 8aID--4pni
stai:ting January 26 for
Spring Quarter 1998
0
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EDITORIAL

.Talks of leaving .
getting.to be the
,norm in this state
Minnesota sure has a hard time keeping its hands on
professional sports teams,
And the problems are going to continue.
The recent purchase of the Minnesota \-'.ikings by Tom
Clancy will relieve anything but talks of the team leaving
the state. Unless Clancy can pull submersing football
franchises from the deep sea.
Who would have thought an author of numerous
novels would foot the bill for the Minnesota Vtldngs?
Not to mention pay more for a franchise that has fallen
and is a long way from getting back up.
.
Thanks Tom, but the talks will continue until the day
the Vikings pack their bags and head for a warmer
climate. The support is gone, and it will take someone
with the last name of Christ to bring the Vikings back in
terms of popularity. And if that doesn't happen, the
Vtldngs will see themselves heading south.
·
That seems the place to go.
It's not uncommon for Minnesota professional teams
to travel south for a long road trip and never return.
For heaven's sake, some of these states have a hard
time freezing ice, but none seem to worry about losing
their teams year after year.
·
It will only be a short time before the Minnesota
fwins will be whistling the Dixie tunes of the south,
having their popularity revived with their new fans. All
baseball fans will eventually tum to teams like the St.
Paul Saints or the St. Cloud River Bats. It was recently announced the Twins will not be
televised on local television, making the popularity of
this baseball franchise diminish even further. Networks
and fans have decided to throw-in the towel, not wanting
to invest in a team which was once so popular. It is really
tough trying to get excited for the Minnesota Wild,
which is the new National Hockey League team in
Minnesota, when other teams are jumping ship.
. If Minnesota is going to have a professional hockey
team again, things will have to change. The Minnesota
Wild, which was recently named, hopes it will stand a
chance on making a go in the state of Minnesota.
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Advisers help students make choices
In your lifetime you
quarter-system credits and waste of time and tuition.
will have many
of your first
Making the right
choices - and making
opportunities to
semester credits.
make crucial
While many of you 'the most of your
choic.es - choices
·
know your advisers opportunities - will
that have a
and have learned
deterntine how successful
significant impact
how helpful they
your college years will be,
on your destiny.
can be, others and ultimately, how
As students, you
especially those
successful the rest of your
already are
who have yet to
life will be. We' re doing
making them.
.
declare a major - . our part to ensure that
Deciding to come to
have not developed these
advisers are there to help
SCSU is a big one.
important relationships. If guide you through
Choosing a major is
you don't know your
semester conversion. Now
it's up to you to take
another. Deciding each
adviser or need to have
term which courses to
one assigned, contact the
advantage of their
take is an ongoing
Office of Records and
services.
decision-making process.
Registration in room 118
Take responsibility and
Now with semester
of the Administrative
see it through. Don't let
conversion loonting, you
Services Building. And if , this opportunity pass.
face even more
you still don't connect
Remember these steps to
challenging decisions.
with your adviser, you
seeking advice for
You may have heard
have the option of visiting semester. conversion:
that what you take during
the new Acadentic
I. If you know your
this last acadentic year of · Advising Center. The
major, go to your assigned
adviser in your major
quarters will affect how
center, under the
smoothly your transition
leadership of English
department. Through
will be to semesters. What professor Steve Klepetar
graduation, your major
you have heard is true,
and staffed by other
adviser will be best
and if you haven't been
faculty, opened last week
equipped to help guide
serious about seeing an
in room 102 of
you to the right choices.
adviser before, you need
Administrative Services
2. If you don't have a
major and don't know
to do so now.
Building.
SCSU is doing all it
The center is open most your adviser, or don't
can to assure you that an
days from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. have one, go to Records
· adviser will be there to
and will predontinantly
and Registration in room
provide the guidance you
offer advising in general
118 of the Adntinistrative
need in choosing spring
education courses. They·
Services Building.
3. Whether you have a
and summer quarter
also will help connect you
courses thitt will
with someone who can
major or nor, if you still
haven't connected with an
maxiffiize your semester
answer questions about
conversion and help you
majors. This important
advis,r, go to the new
avoid unwise choices.
new service will provide
Acadentic Advising
Their knowledge and
students every opportunity Center in room 102 of the
Administrative Services
advice can help you make to avoid taking courses
the most of your last
that will essentially be a
Building.
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Name-calling,
finger-pointing
not solutions
One of the things which h~ always seemed

:Contradictory to me is how a person of 3 group can
espouse equality and a desire·to improve a situation, ~hile
still being discriminatory themselves toward someone or
some type of group. A group that wants equaliry,for all
races and colors would, I think, do all it can to improve
relations, cooperation and communication with all
receptive groups or parties that have an
HITHER & interest. For example, a friend of mine
went to a demonstration at a campus
sj:>orting event a few weeks ago. She is
Caucasian, while the demonstiators
were mostly mihority students. Many of
the minority students were rude, and
evell offensive to her. Apparently, she
was not welcome (by some, I am not
accusing all) at the demonstration
because she is a "whitey." It is very
irritating to me, as a Caucasian, to be
~ ~ - - - ~ told over and over how every social
problem in America is the fault of the
AHLBORN
"white man" when not all Caucasians are
ignorant or evil. When scime of us do try
to help change things for the better, and we get a kick in
the teeth (figuratively speaking), this only leads to
resentment and discourageme·nt. What purpose did that
behavior serve, from those students who did not warit her
there? Did that organization further its cause, gamer more
respect, or achi'eve more influence from those actions? I
doubt it, and I would hope not.
Another example of this aTinoying type of childish
behavior occurred at the Student Government meeting last
week. A reporter from the University Chronicle, a white
reporter, :was inSulted and berated by some _minority
students a~tending the open forum. When attempting to
gather information for her.story, she was told by some of
the minority students that the University Chronicle is
nothing but a newspaper for "white folks," d0es not care
abolit "their" issues, and is run by all "white folks." Well,
everyone has a right to his own opinion, even if it's an
ignorant one.
As a newspaper, the University Chronicle is run by the
students, for the students. If people will not talk to a
reporter and pass along accurate information, who is to
blame when an error is printed (assuming an honest effort
has been made to gather the facts)? Don't whine about
matters you could have had a positive impact on, but chose
not to involve yourself with. And yes, almost all the staff at
the Chronicle are white. Why? Because no one else
·
applied! If a minority student does not apply"for a position,
what are we supposed to do, club somebody and drag them
down to the keyboard? I dare say the editor would have fits
of glee if an international or minority student api,lied for
anything. If a minority group feels its voice should be
heard, send down an applicant. Do not worry about what
his/her major is.
The Chronicle is not just for mass comm or journalism
majors, we have a variety of majors working on the staff.-'
computer science, English, art, education, criminal justice
(my personal favorite), we even had an Electrical Engineer
major around somewhere, and if we let THEM write, we
will take anybody! (Well, not really, but those E.E.s are
good with the equipment, so ... ) Bottom line, if you are
not helping to solve the problem, you are part of the
problem and if you are throwing stones in the gears, expect
our problems to be with us for a loooooong time.

YON

Recycling shows you
care about your home
I would like to submit this letter in concern
about the lack of residential recycling at SCSU.
This is to all of you people who don't bother to
recycle any of your cans, bottles or plastics. Do
you realize how many recyclable materials you
have put into this earth just since coming to this
school? Just think of how many times you have
cleaned up after having some friends over and
filled up an entire garbage bag full of cans and
bottles. It is time that we take just a few
moments out of our not-as-busy-as-we-think
schedules and start recycling. If you don't have
recycling facilities at your apartment buildings,
encourage your landlord to get off of his/her
underworked, overpaid, lazy butt and get some
recycling bins put iri. It doesn't cost them
anything. Which, of course, will be their first

question. That is the same for all of you who
live in houses all you have to do is call Waste
Management at 685-8545. They will provide the
bins and free maintenance. Just if even half of
our student population recycled two items a day
for. one year, we would save our 5 million
recyclable materials from being unnecessarily
put into the earth! That shows a little effort by us
making a huge difference. Everyone in this
school is capable of caring about something that
will make a positi\!e difference. I hope just one
person reads this and decides to give a damn.
Thank you.
Tim Boland

Mass communications and film studies
Junior

Ask the uniVi rsity...
"Ask the university... " is a guest essay forum
in which students are invited to a:sk questions of
SCSU administration officials, faculty and staff.
Students are welcome to drop off, mail oremail questions for university officials to the
University Chronicle. All questions will be
reviewed and forwarded to the appropriate
individuals.
President Grube has agreed to write one essay
a month for the 1997-98 School year.
Administration officials, faculty and staff will

Read, React,
Write
Universffy Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301
or e-mril:
dumiclai!stclo.rlstate.ei.i

be given the opportunity to respond to questions
directed to them.
Published opinions do not necessarily reflect
those of University Clironicle or of SCSU.
University Chronicle reserves the right to
refuse pi.iblication of any material submitted. All
material submitted becomes property of
University Chronicle.
Please address all inquiries to the Opinions
editor.

Letters should include:
name. major in school (if applicable).
year in school (if applicable) and
signature. Letters arc recommended to be
under 350 words.

Ul\1VERSITY Chronicle

Here are some
of our stats.
423 Novell net~ar~ file servers ... 12,500
personal computers .. .35,000 application
programs ... I 00,000 batch jobs per day.. .
13,500,000 on-line transactions per day.. .
40,000,000 lines of code ... 2,600,000,000
instructions per second .. 6,000,000,000,000
bytes of data stored.

Now show us some of yours ...
at St. Cloud State University.
Visit with one of our corporate placeinent
representatives and learn more about our
opportunities in networking, application
development, research and developmenc,.and
technical support.
Minnesota State University Job Fair on February 16
at the Minneapolis Convention Center
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Interviews for lnterris and full time on February 17
at the St. Cloud State Career Development Office.
Fax your resume to us at 515-247-5874/fi)298mns.

Des Moines, Iowa 50392-1220
http://www.principal.com

Your e?ge on the future ... The Principal Edge
Affirmative Action /Equal Opportunity Employer
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SCSU set for Division II PQWerh~uses
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

Last month, the SCSU women's
basketbaJI team (7-4 North CentraJ
Gonference, 12-8 overall) travele4
to" North Dakota to play the
Unive~ty of North Dakota and

North :Dakota State University and

came away with its worst road trip
of the season.
·
This weekend, the-Huskies have
a shot at rede~ptio!i with the same
_schools, except the scene turns to
HaJenbeck Hall.
"Saturday night's game against
UNO should be an .excellent
basketball game .With few
mistakes," said SCSU Head Coach
Lori Ulferts. "I think we'll be ready
by Friday."
UND (11-0 NCC, 19-1 overall)
' was ranked fourth nationally the
last time the Huskies faced them
and are currently third in the late.it

Division Il Top 25 Coaches' Poll.
NDSU (9°2 NCC, 17-3 overall) has
held its ninth•place ranking during
that-same span.
Last January, the Huskies lost to . Filepholo
UND 101-62. In that game, SCSU
shot only 28 percent from the floor . SCSU sophomore guard Emily Anders.on (left) dribbles past UNO senior guard Tiffany Pudenz in
in the first half and 32 percent in lhe a match up .between 'the Huskies and North Da~ota last winier al Halenbeck Hall, The Huskies will

~~:~;il!vin~:1CO:~ of_an

"We attract a Jot of people,
but the attitudes of oot only the .
people in the stands are positive,
but so ml? lhe play~rs." Ulferts said.

second, but Ulferts said she wants

host the defending national champions, Ut{[), Saturday at Halenbeck Hall.

to concenttate more on defense this

points, grabbed seven rebounds,
and had six blocked shots against
NDS_U on ..J!le road _e~lier ,t~-~
~n. S~ said 1
is going to
ave to stn e ear y 1 1t wants to try

and
play
with
intensity,"
Williamson said. "We looked
at tapes and saw ·how we didn't
gbeo,0ore".!, ahd · play with intensit)'
u

playoffs.
"It's very important if we want ~!:!:~t,,be a great weeke nd of
to_m~e the playoffs,~' Willia~so~
Bodi-.games are scheduled to
said..'It,;,vould be eas1e~ to get m ,f .. tip-Off at 6 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall, ,
we wm._
.
with the Bison as guests Friday and

:~s~:e:~:.orth. D~ota schools

seri';;l~:n:; si%'1pot~:n;:k~~~

in

team's

will be in the game with UND

weekend.
"We have to play very good
defense this time," Ulferts said.
"Last time, in both games, we
dicln't play solid defense:''
First-year forward Christine
Williamsoirscored a career high 29

s<;sfy

•:we have to come out early

chances

making

the

!1lt~"h~~•

·

center Jenhy· Crouse, who is first in
scoring and blocked shots.
The Huskies will play NDSU on
Friday with hopes of tu!lpng a 9062 loss from their previous meeting,
into a win. In tf.lat defeat, SCSU
shot 29 percent from the floor,
while NDSU made eight of 18
attempted three-pointers. ",We have to box everyone out
and rebound the ball," Ulferts said
· "Last time, we didn't box them out
and they scored."
Rebounding was a definite key .
in the previous meeting Of the two
teams when NDSU out· rebounded
the Huskies, 37-20.
Ulferts said both teams this
weekend have had consistent bench
play, but believes her team will be
able ·10 contain the strong scoring
bench of the twO teams. •
"Both teams are good off the
bench, but we're good off the bench
too," Ulferts ~id. "We have a very
positive
attitude
and
the
competition doesn't get ;my better
than this."
Ulferts said hosting North

::~n~

:~~

North Dakota Saturday. .

~

North Dakota continues to·roll past opponents
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR -

As strange as it sounds, the University of
North Dakota women's basketball team ,is
worried each time it hits the· floor.
Despite ~ fact they are the 1996-97
Division II defending national champions and
currently rank third in the latest WBCA/USA
Today women's basketball poll, UND Head
Coach Gene Roebuck said he fears each team
it matches up against,
"Sometimes you can create your own
monster, in that you have to guard against
self-complacency," Roebuck said. "Yes, we
have had some lopsided scores this year, but I
still respect our opponen~ and every team in
this conference."
'
After posting a record of-28-4 overall last
season, the UND womeo are on track for
atJ.Other run at the title, posting a North
Central Conference best 11 ·0 record and 19-1
overall record this season. ·
The only blemish on the UNO schedule
this season was a ?6-72 defeat to Michigan
Tech on Nov. 29. \Since then, North Dakota
~as strung off 16 straight wins and haS:
demolished its opponents in the process.
UND senior guard TIffany Pudenz said the
key to the team's success this season has been
its depth in scoring.
"We have five or six people ave~ging
double-figures in scoring," saii:I. Pudenz, who
ranks second for UND-in scoring with 16.3
points per game. "We are a very balanced
team, in that if a team tries to shut down

49

tiuniorcente?}Jenny Crouse in the inside, we NDSU earlier this season was a big
can make up' forit from the outside. It is really confidence booster, because it was the first
tough to defend us."
.
time in my four years here that we beat them
Crouse is UND's leading scorer averaging during conference play."
16.9 ppg. Sophomore guard Jamie Pudenz
With UND returning two AU-NCC players
(12.3 ppg), first-year. fo~ard Mandy (Crouse -and Pudenz), Roebuck said he has
Arndtson (1 t .4 ppg) and Junior center Kami one of the top starting lineups in lhe nation,
Winger (10.-8 ppg) are the other players but _the biggest key to hi~ team's success this
averaging double-digits.
season has been the play of his bench players.
As ~ team, UND is
Both Arndtson and
averagmg 93. 7 ppg,
Winger- are averaging
which is on pace to
-double figures off the
shatter the ol_d NCC
bench· and Roebuck
record of 88.9 ppg
said he feels his team

win against South Dakota and a 101-62
victory three weeks ago against SCSU.
J?udenz said a lot of UND's games have
been blowouts, but the team is doing a good
job this season of not losing focus.
''The big leads we have at· times can be
tQ!lgh, but it really isn't, that tough for us to
Ios! focus," Pudenz said. "Our goal is to
always play a good 40 minutes of basketball."
As for the ·past year of living up as a
national championship team and a national
championship school, (with the UNO hockey
team winning its respective title last year),
Roebuck said it has been very positive,

is even stronger than

particularly Mth tbe tragic flooding that took

99 .

beld by North Dakota

Repeating isn't even
on our tnituls right
l• t
now.
r goa
win a conference.
championship. .

State University.
last
year's
Earler this season,
championship team,
North Dakota opened
Ou
because of the play of
NCC play against in_IS O
his reserves.
state rival NDSU and
"I woul~ say we
defeate4theBJson91are playing better at .
67.
this time than we we~ ·
~ may be lhe
last year," Roebuck
defending
national
Tiffany Pudenz
said. "We have t\VP
champs, but it \\:'as the
UND SENIOR GUARD
players averaging lO
Bison who. won the
points off the bench
NCC outnght las~
and we have a little ·
season, posting a perfect 18-0 conference better depth than last year."
record. ·
With UND clicking on all cylinders and
Despite ending NDSU's run for a fourth the experience gained from last year's
consecutive title in last year's NCAA championship squad, North Dakota
tournament, Pudenz said lhe goal in mind for opponents have run into total humiliaP,on this
now is not another national championship, season.
rather winning the NCC.
.
An example of some of the UNO
"Repeating isn't even on our _minds right blowouts this season have included a 13141
now," Pudenz said. "Our goal is to win a white-washing of Mayville State University,
conference championship and our -win over a 10049 victory over Moorhead State, a 109-

place in Grand Forks last spring.
'The championships brought (to UNO)
have been a bright spot in a lot of low spots
for this community," Roebuck said. ''The
floods have been a big downer here, but the
national ·champiqnships brought here by us
and the hockey team have really uplifted the
peop\e's spirits." ,\
j
The ·UNO women will prepare this
weekend for NCC rivals Mankatb State
University and SCSU. Despite h_andirig the
Huskies their worse· defeat of the season
earlier this ye;ir in Grand Forks, the UNO
squad said they are still prepared for a tough
battle Saturday night at Halenbeck Hall.
"SCSU has some real gocxf freshmen
players," Pudenz said. 'This year, everyone is
stepping up for them and they have a real
good chance of making the national
tournament."
"SCSU has a good team and we will have
to come prepare_d," Roebuck said
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SCSU trackster leaping b;er way to ·forefront
Van Erp aiming for indoor nationals
improving her •perfonnances.
"I want to make it to nationals,
but I would prefer indoor," Van Erp
Senior sprinter Tonya Yan Erp said. "Last year I missed it by a few
might not be grabbing a rebound in inches, but I found a few things
basketball or spiking a v0lleyball wrong."
Over the past year Van Erp said
anymore, but she is still leaping to
great heights in the long jump for she has done a lot strength training
to
help her in her jumps and
the SCSU,track and field team.
.
"I came from a small high running.
"I have also been changing
school, but I never was interested in
softball and track was the only other my technique, not just going
S(X)rt," Van Erp said. "Track was on talent," Van Erp .said. "I am
the only sport-I could do for myself, frying to change what I have been
but it became more team-oriented doing for year:, to improve my
jumps."
in college."
·
Van Erp said her relationship
This season, Van Erp finished
sixth in the 400-metcr dash and with the team over the past years
seventh in the long jump with a leap has made her experience even
of 15 feet, 10 inches for the Huskies more enjoyable as part of the team.
"It's been really nice over the
at the Northwest Open. She had
years
and
building
similar perfonnances and pJa·ces past
relationships
has been fun,"
earlier this season in the first Husky
open, but last weekend she finished Van Erp s~id. "Last year was
first in the longjump with a 16 feet, our biggest freshmen class and
there is a lot of talent coming up.
11 inch leap.
''Van Erp is in her senior year It's been fun watching them
and has been a strong competitor develop."
Van Erp is an elementary
in many events," said Head Coach
Tracy Dill. "We're trying to get education major and enjoys
her to specialize in the long and spending her spare time -with her
triple jump this year, but she is fam ily.
Along with Van Erp's first-place
also a strong leg for us in the
pcrfonnance at the Husky
4x400."
Van Erp's goals f0r her senior Invitational, was senior Carey
year are to make nationals by Mei~ert's first place win:_ in the
60-meter hurdles and the high

by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

meet your
Butgetagoodlook,

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU senior trackster Tonya Van Erp has leapt her way into several school track records in her
four-year stint with the Huskies.
·
jump.
Senior Crumen Richardson took
home first place in the 60-meter
dash for the Huskies,
"Several people qualified for

n,.,, ·1111

because

you won't have to see him much.
We offer Computer Based
•Training Courses that let
you train on programs like
Novell Netware, Group
Authoring and Web Server
Administration through
your home computer. Let_
technology be your
teacher, and learn the
industry of the future.

eall 202-A93

FOR INNOVATION

AND ECONOMIC

D EVE LOPMENT

at. Cloud Technical College - RABC
e-mail; naec@c1oud2.tec.mn.us · www.sctcweb.tec.mn.us
'<o . U..dT«~..,,1,~;,..,, ,.,.!,t,Jt. ,J..·C,on mN,.,""l'"'• .. • .. ••• H-,lw,t:Ju..,,..,,i ,f.;\onh(:,,,,,,1
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In
the
Husky's
Men's
Invitational, senior sprinter Bob
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Hoopsters expect
close encounters
by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

w,lc11! 11 ti! c!r.t!r ftr ir.matior. &icm■ic ~m11,■!r.t

cy~eretua ia -r.ow ir. naaior.

provisionals and there was an
overall improvement for both
teams," Dill said. "We noticed a lot
of dropping of times and the
increasing of distances."

The SCSU men's basketball
team will be playing at Ha\enbeck
Hall this weekend, as it takes on
North Dakota· State University on
Friday, and tips off against the
University of North Dakota
Saturday.
SCSU playgl these same two
teams four weeks ago in North
Dakota and split the series,
defeating UND in Grand Forks,
N.D. the first night, 74-72 and
dropping Saturday's game at
NDSU. 60-57.
In Friday's tilt, the Huskies wiil
be looking for some redemption.
The last three times tl)ey have
played the Bison, they have been
defeated by baskets in the final
seconds. In January, NDSU guard
Mark McGehee hit a three-pointer
from 30 feet to finish SCSU.
"We'd like to ·stick it to them
after they beat Us at the buzzer the
last few times," said freshman
guard Todd Bishop. 'The seniors
haven't had much success against
them, so it would be nice to have
them go out with a win against
them."
NDSU is led in scoring thus far
by McGehee, who is averaging
17 .8 points per game. He ranks
fourth among North Central
Conference scorers.
"They play up-tempo," said
junior guard ~noch Dix. "They
have a really solid point guard
(McGehee). He's pretty big. He's
like a shooting guard playing point

guard. He likes to push the ball and
he's active on defense.
"But they've got some other
guys who are pretty decent. They
play good team defense. I expect
the game to be pretty intense after
the last one."
The last time UND came to
town; the Huskies outscored the
team by 29 points, 95-66.
"We had a close game at their
place," Dix said. "We played well
up there, but I know they're going
to want to come out hard the same
as we will."
North Dakota is led in scoring
by junior guard Hunter Berg ( 16.5
ppg) and in rebounding by
sophomore fotward Chad Mustard
(6.7 ,pg).
"(UND) is a very good
basketball ·team," said Head Coach
Kevin Schlagel. 'They' ll shoot a lot
of three-pointers. Their two guards
(Hunter Berg and Brady Larson)
are exceptional shooters. They have
a fotward (Hunter Reinke) who
shoots the three-point shots very
well. So I expect them to come out
and shoot the three against the
transition as much as they possibly
can."
This weekend's games may also
have a big impact on where the
Huskies · end up in the standings.
SCSU is currently in third place,
two full games behind Mankato
State University but only one game
up on Nonh Dakota State and North
Dakota.
Both games tip off at· 8 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall.
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
1997-28 S/o,u//ngs
Team
NCC
Sol.Ith Dakota Sl.uc ......... 10-0
Mank.110 Sllltc ....................8-3
St.Ooud Sta1c ................6-S
North Dakora ...... _ ........... .5-6
North Dakota Sflue...........5-6
Momingsick ... ..

Overall
...........•.. 19-0
............. 16-<(
.............. 11-9

.............. 12-8

............. 14-6
......... 5-6 .............. 9-11

~
Nort h Dakota St. at St. Cloud St., 8 p.m.
North Dakota ar Mankato State
Northern Colorado at South IT.tkola SMe

~

. l..J?J.4n1!.

Nq::5rndng (A ka

I. Anlwine WiHllllll5/UNC
2.Jon Hinzman/SCSU
J Durville P:111oo/MU
<I.Marlr.McGehtt/NDSU

s. Chock ~

\kc/USO

tD. 1':I.LAl,;.
248
22.SS
247
22.<IS
246

22.36
l9 6 17.82
195
17.73

NCC RdK!VMJlos l c:adm
Ul.ml

l. Jon Hinzman/SCSU

............
107

9.73

2. David Britt/UNC

102

9.'El

3. Kun Meisler/SDSU

88

8.80 ·

4. Man W-ilbcc/SDSU

83

S. Chuck ~lke/USD

~

8.30
7.91

.0-11 ....... .+ 16

202
201

3. Mi<.SY Mc'w.,y/UNC

196
188
184

4. ~ ~ u
S. Tiff.my Pudenz/UNI)

I. SQ.ra Tager/ AC

18.36
18.27
17.82
11.09
16.73

91
91

eo ·

JO.II
10.11
l0.00

88

9.78

81

9.00

Overall
North Dakota .................. 11 -0 .............. 19-1

Team

NCC
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Ewings broke the school record,
which he also set, and the 4 by 400
meter relay team did the same.
"On the 4 by 400 meter relay
team, we have a young group of
guys," Di ll said. "We have quite a
few people we can put in that race
and there is a lot of potential there."
The men's team is currently
ranked fourth, the women eighth, in
the first NCAA Division D Indoor
Track and Field Polls.
The Huskies travel north this
weekend, when they go to Fargo for
a meet on Saturday. .
"The ~ mpetition fcsr this meet
will be similar to that at the Husky
Invite, but we want to do well al this
meet because this is where the
conference meet is," Dill said.

l.l.L6.m

GAtn.l:Mm..

I. Su:vi: Reinpn-cht/UW
2. Craig Andersoo/UW
2. Reggie Be,g/UM
4. Andn- Sa.vagc/MTIJ
4. Curlis Murphy?ND

11
4
10
7
4

6. jclT ScissoN/1.JMD
6. Brian Swanson/CC
8. Davi: ~«rv'ND
8.. M:an Nog:i/SCSU
10. Paul Comrie/Du
10. jasonllbke/ND
10. Miki: Andetson/UM
10. Adam Calder/ND
10.Brc!:Meycrs/Mlll

14
18
12
14
17

2S
<l-8
22
4.S
22 8-16
21 13-26
21 16-4<1

7 13 20 13-26
7
10
10
6
7
10
5
IO

13
9
9
12
11
8
13
8

20
19
19
18
18
18
18
18

1097 lf'CHA 5WN#ngs
(fl
79
71
66
{,()
57

42
,17
57
(i8

7-14
6-1 2
2040

18-36
14-28
10-28
17-3-i
11-22

WQJAf-rekmdlns l c:a,k:;o
Ji:.L:Ii:ic\.c\SY:¥,;
9.J-1 1.61 .947
2. boug Tl:Skey/UM 5-10-1 2.V .9()8
3: Mike Vallcy/UW
!t3-l 2.62 .915
<I. Brian Leitza/SCSU
13-S-1 2.77 .913

7,1
70

S. Colin Zuliani:llotCC 7-S-O
6. Stevl: DcBus/UM
4-10-0
· 7. Slephen Woigncr/DU 4-7-0
8. Br~nt Nicklin/UMD 8-1 1-1

9. Jason Cugnet/CC

3-2-1

per-W>1¥ with,

AIDS/tlIV

/M'\.d,

.

tho:,e,t:hat' love,the,m,. .. "

1. Karl Goehring.IND

WISCOnSin .... .................. 14-3-l 29
North Dakota .......... .. .13-4-1 27
St.CloudSlalc ............... l }-6-1 27
C.olorndo College. . ..... Jo-8-1 21
Michigan Tech ... .............8-11-1 17
Minneso(a-Du luth ...........8,-11-1 17

A lM'lique- thea.tvi.ca,1, e,,,:per-1,e,n,ce,

" ...(qr, by, ~

t.lJ..ml

WCIIAHOCUY
11'..&,.T 1'15 GFG\

129Z.08 S/en4tnr,

-

UM-Dululh at Michigan Tech

@ Voices ·@
/_,l that C~r.e /_,l

DenveraiColorado C.ollegc

North Dakm at Al. AndiorJgc
W1SCornin vs. Minnesoca (at Targd C.enter)

WCI::\ Smdog Ii:arlm

NCC Rdznundim IAk:a
Ul.ml
............
2. J. O l i ~
3. Angie Hcisler/USD
<I. Tmh Martin/MC
5. Amy Hintgen.M&!

,.,,.,,_,_,

HlV/ STD Prevetttiott
Project Prcsrnts:

North Da kOla at Al. Anchorage
Wiscoru,in vs, Minnesota(a1Taigetc.eruer)

NCC Smrios l&:a4ta
fD.. ~

I. Jenny CrouscfUND
2. C. W,JliamsonfSCSU

Alaska Anchorage. ··········s-t3-0 12 34 '54
Den\l\"T ............................ 4- 12-010 54 n

UM-Duluth at Michigan Tech
Denver at Colorado College

North Dakota at SL Cloud SL, 6 p,m.
Nonh Dakbta State at Mankato Swe
Northern Colorado at AugUSlan.a
Nebr..sk.l.-Omaha at South Dakota State
Morning.side at South Dakola

Nebra.5ka-Ornaha at Augu.stana

Ul.ml

··········::::10 :::?: :~
:~!!

-

Augustana... ...................2-tJ ... .....••••.9-JO

North Dakota at St. Cloud St., 8 n.m.
North Dakota Slate at Mankato Swc
Colorado at AuguSlana
Nebr7..ska-Omaha at South Dakota Slate
~ a . t Southl>akota

==iaha

Wisconsin 1~ 1, North Dakota 19-4-1.
St.Cloud.St 16-8-Z, CaoradoCollege 1510-2 Michiga n Tech 13-12-2, Minnesota-Duluth 13-14- 1. Minnesota 10-16-0, Alaska
Anchorage 6-17-3. Denl't.'1" 8-18-0.

~
Nooh Dakota SI:. at St. Cloud St., 6 p .m
North Dakota al Mankato State
Northern Colorado at South Dakola State
Nebraska-Omaha a l Augustana

Ndiraska-Omaha .... ..........}-8.........•... 9-11

Northern

Minnesota .......................l> 12-0 12 58 6(

Sou th Dakota ........

SouthDakora .....................54 ............ 1-4-6
Northern Cok>rado ..........S-6. ........... IHI

-

North Dakou SUie.

. 9-2 .. ....... 17-3
Northern Colorado ·•····· · ·9-2 .............. 17-3
St. Cloud.State
.....7--4 .............. 12.S
S<Aith Dakota SU1c . .........64 ...•.......•. 12-7
Augu5t.ma
•••••.•.•...•S-5 .............. 12•7
Mankalo Sia!e .................. A-7 .............. 13-7

NCC Ila's B&SUTUU.
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3J)'} .885
3.32 .887
3.33 .S'X

3.34 .Wll
3.36 .902

Halenbeck Apartments

Tl4esba\f, f'ebruant 10. 199B
Uttle Theater.
A me performatteel

7:JO p.m. ftt Atwoot,

If Y°"' would, Uke-fiu,ther in/or»t<tt"t.ow
~ thi,y e,ve,,it CY you, h,;we,

"A'l:Y q ~ p ~ =U, 255 -484 9.
CO-Sp onsors: M inority Student Programs, Women 's
Cellte r, Applied. Psych ology Dept., Human Relation s and
Multicultural Ed ucation Dept., Social Work Dept.,
Sociology & Anthrppology Dept., Wom en 's Studies, &
Center for Community Studies.

,. If you need h elp to m ake it possible for you to fu lly participate in this event (wh eel chair access, interp reters, or
assisted h earing, e tc,) such accommodations can be made
available upon your request by contacting Health
Se, vices @255-4850, TIY 1-800-627-.3529

Now renting summer and fall, '98
Pick out your own large private room in our beautiful
two full bathroom apartments. Housing for groups
of four people at Fifth Ave, 11th St. S.
• Keyed bedroom locks
• Available storage space
~ On-site coin laundry
• Off-street parking

• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher/Microwaves
• U Pik-Kwik next door
• No application fee

JO and 12 month leases are available:

Meyer Properties
Tim and Kelly

.·someone
•
misses you.
1-800-COLLECT

®
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U~iversity Public Safety
is now hiri1;tg

Need To
Earn Some

Have you got what it takes?

Money This
Summer?

If you've got what it takes, Public Safety is looking
for SCSU students to serve the University c.o mmunity as:
✓ Patrol Officers ✓Piirking Officers
✓ Dispatchers
✓ Office Staff_

Applications are being accepted for seasonal summer jobs with the City of Apple
Valley. Positions .available include:
·
Maintenance workers (Parks, Golf, Streets,
Utilities), Recreation Program Leader, Puppet
Performer, Parks Concessions Attendant and
Food Service Workers. Most positions require
a minimum age of 18. Lifeguard and pool concessions positions may be 16. Most positions
start at $6.75/hr.·
Priority application deadline is
.March 13,1998. Applications received after
March 13 will be reviewed on an "as need"
basis. Applications selected for interviews will
be notified by mail. Employment decisions will
be based on qualifications and availability.
Tentative interview dates are April 9 & 10.
Applications available at Apple Valley City Hall,
14200 Cedar Ave,. Apple Valley, MN 55124 or
by telephone: TDD for hearing impaired
(612)953-2533 or (612)953-2500.
AA/EOE & Provider of Services

Application Requirements:
✓ Enrolled in at least 6 credits ✓ Witti or without work-study

✓ All majors welcome

✓ Minimum GPA of 2.25 required

Public Safety Employment Offers You:
✓

Flexible Hours (Academics come first!)

_ ✓ Competitive Salaries ✓ Specialized Training
✓ Advancement Opportunities
✓ Skills Enhancement (leadership, communication)

Application Process:
Applications are received at all times; however,
Interviews for this spring quarter will occur February, 10.
Obtain applications at Public Safety (4th Ave. & 6th St.,
previously Building & Grounds location) or call 255-3453
during the day and 255-4357 evenings and weekends

Department of Re ·

Ni ht Securit Sta
Residence Hall Security Staff are on duty from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. daily. They deal with
the emergency problems as well as enforce hall policies and procedures.
ResldtnceHall NlghtSecurltypositionsinvolve
• workinganaverageoffifleenhoursaweek
• maintainingtbesafe1yandwell-bcingofresidence hallstudentsandthebvi lding

•IJlliningtoadmi~is1erresidencehallpolicies andhandleemergency situatiom
Minimum Qualllkatlons:
• 2.0GPA
•co~LclionofJ6cred,its
•knowledgeoflheresidence hall e~perieoce

Applications are available in the Residential Life Office, Carol Hall.

Applications are due by: February 12, 1998.
Contac t Res id entia l Life wi th fort-h e r questions: 255-4698.

Information on Fall 1998 job openings also coming soon!

,
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Winter Week festivities began with beating a~ ban15ing
percussion. The celebration's opening act created a bigger
smash than getting hit in the side of the head With a snowball.

Crashing into Winter week
Photos and story
by Lukas Johnson
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

C~h, crash, ratta-tat boom boom bang.
Tick tick boom, click click boom, slide..
rata-tat-tat crash, boom bang, bang
boom!!!

The lights began to dim, and the crowd
hushed. Silence overtook 3 blackened
Kimberly A Ritsche Auditorium, and then
out of the stillness erupted sound, rhythm and
movement
, Mary Ellen Childs' Crash took the stage

Monday night as a start to the festivities for
University Program Board's Winter Week,
this event was sponsored by the UPB
Performing Arts Committee.
Crash is an ensemble which embodies the
concept of music in motion. This auditory

and visual experience iSintended to entice all
ages.
,,
''I wanted to tum a concert into more of a

- -::~:~~,C~~:~:~~e using lighting and
Childs haS been a composer for more than
IO years and has also worked with dance and
choreography. Her composing and
cho~ography experience helped her achieve
her goal.
1lle players in Crash include Heather
Barringer,
Michael
Holland,
Peter
O'Gorman, and SCSU alumnus, Eric "Che" •
Sundeen.
Crash has been around for six years, and
this high wire act for percussion, performs (Left to right) Eric "Che" Sundeen, Peter O'Gorman and Heather Barringer-open the show with a piece called ''Three." This
without a net, said H9lland, director of dynamic show involved a lot of motion, lighting and rhythm. Crash was presented as part ot Winter Week and sponsored
percussion at the College of St. Benedict and
by the University Program Board, A schedule of events for Winter Week is posted in Atwood Memorial Center, room 18.
SL. John's University.
'There is always a few surprises, and
The last and final piece of the evening perfonners and their s_ound, she needs both
dealing with the surprises is all part of the was entitled "Drumroll," where the the performers and the instruments in the
thrill," Holland explained.
player, sitting in rollerstools, weaved in and same room while composing.
"'There really is something for everyone, out of the drums as if someone were juggling
"I think we get intimidated by the idea
no mauer what t~eir musical expertise is," them.
of composing music; not all composers
, Barringer said.
This too was fast-paced and extremely are geniuses," Childs . said. 'There is so
Out of the numerous
intricate, allowing no much music in the air that people are
things to keep one's
room for error.
really more musically literate than they
attention in this visual
"When we work on this think"
entourage of sound,
stuff in rehearsal, we're
Music has played an important role in
movement, and lighting,
not ever certain if they're each of the perfonners' lives, but Holland
or
not," first took to the drums in a most interesting
;~~~~: is Sundeen's I wanted to turn a possible
O'Gorman said. "And as a fashion.
"Click," a fast-paced,
performer, this is really
His father, who was fighting in the
game-like piece, where
exciting."
Spanish-Arilerican war, traded an opium pipe
three of the performers
Crash has · performed for a set of bongos at a local pawn shop. From
used
claves
and
all around the country then on Holland, age six, took off drumming.
choreography to create a
in such places as New
"It was fun to come back to campus
unique visual
and
York, in the Bang On a and still be received so well," Sundeen,
and
motion.
audible rhythm.
Can
Festival, Duke who found this venue especially fulfilling,
They are having fun
Uniefersity,
and
the said.
Mary Ellen Childs
and moving incredibly
Southeastern Center for
Heather Barringer, six-year veteran Crash
CRASH COMPOSER
fast -- because of this,
Contemporary Arts in performer, is amazed at how easy it has
players
and
1heir
North Carolina, Present become to perfonn Child's work.
movements must be dead-on with precision.
Music in Milwaukee, and the PefCussive Arts
"I can't even begin to imagine how·
A similar piece is "Crash," a work using Society's International Convention in much time, effort, practice, and patience must
six crash cymbals.
Phoenix.
~:~~
; ~if~;,
a:::'ctd~;: Drumsticks flew through the air in
Ths also took place in the dark, and the
This Twin Cities based gr9up puts great
only lights came from underneath the effort into its performance to make the concert. "They moved about with such rhythmic unison, pounding out a beat.
cymbals. These orange lights added a musical pieces Childs conjures up in her precision and accuracy, it's like they were Crash is a theatrical experience, in
whole new element to the music and to the head.
performers in a circus ... amazing, absolutely _ addition to a concert. Perfonners mix
drama.
audio and visiual effects.
In order to visualize and play with the beautiful and amazing!!!"

concert into mor.e
of a theatrical
experience using
light

~::~, . ;:Y 1

:u:!
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Opera, romance unite in upcoming concert
Music department stretches ranges, utilizes voices to put on performa(]Ce
by Tabitha Whissemore

heartwarming,"

STAFF WRITER

Love and tragedy will be two
themes of an upcoming concert at
SCSU celebrating romance through
the ages.
Valentine's Day

is

quickly

approaching and the Music
department is using the holiday to
it's

advantage.

"Centuries

of

Romance" will allow the St. Cloud
State Sonare Orchestra and the
Opera Workshop to perform for

true romantics on Sunday
afternoon.
The concert will consist of two
major works - Howard Hanson's
"Romantic
Symphony,"
and
orchestral piece, and the opera
"Dido and Aeneas," by Henry
Purcell. Performer Tara Kedrowski,
a senior, said she believes they will
stretch people's emotional ranges.
"The symphony is very

Kedrowski, · a '

senior, said. ''The opera is really
heart-wrenching, though."
According
to
Conductor
Bruce Wood, Hanson's
symphony is a sweeping
piece reminiscent of niusic
in old Ingrid - Bergman
.films.
"Howard Hanson wrote
some of the most beautiful,
romantic music ever,"
Wood said. "It's ~ust
gorgeous."
There will be a dramatic
shift of theme, th0ugh, with
the opera.
"Dido and Aeneas" is a
baroque period opera filled
with mythology, dramatic
characters and hopeless
love.
"It's very much in contrast to the
orchestral piece, both thematically
and stylisticaJly," Kedrowski said.

The story is typical of early
operas. When Aeneas comes to
Carthage, he falls· in love with
Dido.

love gone, Dido dies of
heartbreak.
According to the perfonner, the
Opera Workshop tries to do a major
work every year. Purcell's
opera was even bigg~r
undertaking, though, with
many characters, costumes,
and a small perfonnance
space. Kediowski refers to it
· as a "semi-staged full
opera."
"The real reason we
chose to take on this opera
was because right now we
have the voices to do it,"
Kedrowski explained.
One aspect of both
musical endeavors that
attracted the groups was the
time span.
"There's three centuries
of time between these two works,"
Wood said.
.
While "Dido and Aeneas" was

Howard Hanson wrote
some of the most
beautifu~ romantic music
ever. It's
just gorgeous.
Bruce Wood
CONDUCTOR

Sorcerers and witches plant
visions in his mind, however,
sending him off to war. With her

written in the 1600s, Hanson's piece
came from the early 1900s, proving
that romance is timeless.
So is emotion in music, said
Kedrowski.
"Music has always been a way
of expressing human emotion," she
commented. "It strikes at the core
of the soul.'~
In order to celebrate ''Centuries
of Romance," roses will be given
away in addition to Ciatti's gift
certificates.
Couples can also vie for an
Cvening of exploring the stars with
observatory director Mark Nook.
"People can bring their special
someone for a real Valentine's
treat," Wood said.
The show begins at 4 p.m. on
Sunday, Feb. 8 in the Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium.
Students and faculty of SCSU
can get in free with an ID.The cost
is $4 for community members.

GIRLS

PEACE CORPS

Spring break is just around the corner and you
want to look the best you have ever looked.

Peace Corps has continuous openings in education, business, agriculture, natural resources,
health, and skilled trades projects. College juniors
and seniors encouraged to apply.

LOSE 6-20" IN TWO HOURS
AND KEEP THEM OFF!

You can do. it!'
For more information
call 252-5063.

CUR.RENT OPENINGS

Peace Corps Represen~tives
will be on campu,

FEBRUARY 10 & 11

Information Tables
Atwood Center, Area 4

9:00-4:00
Information Seminars
St. Croix Room
4:00 - February 10
Noon - February 11
;)

~

For more info: call 1-800-424-8580
Download an application from our web site:

www.peacecorps.gov
Fall Semester Rentals
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
1~
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The ABCs of Valentine's· Day Dining
by Carlene Dean
FOOD CRITIC

Valentine's Day is rapidly
approaching.
Looking for a good place to
take your valentine, significant
other or someone whom
you would like as one of
the above?
Well, look no further.
Herc is a list of dining ·
spots in and around St.
Cloud that would serve
well as nice, romantic
r dining spots for couples
and.would-be couples.
!leaders, be
forewarned - many of
the places mentioned may cause
the cost-conscious·among us 10
wince. But, look at it this way,
Valentine's Day comes but once a
year, and at least that often, for
someone special, one can afford to
splurge a little bit, yes?
At the beginning of the
alphabet for romantic hot picks is
Applebee's, on Division St. near
the Crossroads Shopping Center.
I have never eaten there - we
wouldn't wait an hour-and-a-half to
be seated - but I've heard they .
have good food, alcoholic
beverages, and low lighting. I've

-------~

also heard the prices might be
considered by some to be a bit
spendy, but that all depends on
how you look at it.
My next recommended,place is
Bo Diddley's. There are two local
locations, downtown St. Cloud at
Division and 6th
Avenue, and in St.
Joseph. The latter one, .

and the service was really good.
Next, we have D.B .. Searles,
located downtown on Fifth
Avenue, across the street from the
Red Carpet. It has three levels of
dining, four if one counts the loft,
a good variety of dinners and
sandwiches on the menu, and dim
lighting. This is another place

not exactly for those on a tight
which we visited, is in a - budget.
building that looks like it
It also has a booth especially

.once housed a post

for couples that tomes complete

office. The interior decor

with a curtain to shield them from

is way cool, and there

the view of other patrons. This, I

was old hig band and

believe, is an original in this_arca,

jazz being played on the
and it sounds worth checking out.
stereo. Neato.
· Sear\e's is-housed in a very old
It has submarires and building, and the anti..que-themed
other sandwiches, soup, and
interior is awesome to behold if
dessert items. The menu, which
one.is into that kind of thing.
includes some beer and wine, isn't
Another suggestion for those
extensive, but the food is very
seeking a romantic venue is the
good and the prices fairly
Ground·Round. Located on
Division Street near 25th Avenue,
reasonable. I was quite impressed
with the sandwiches.
they feature steaks, a full bar, and a
If you love Italian food and a
cozy ambience.
I have never eaten at this
nice atmosphere, I highly
recommend Ciatti's downtown on
restaurant, but I have heard many
Sixth Avenue (near Herberger's).
. good things from several people
They have delicious food- such as about it. I fully intend to pay a visit
pastas, lasagnas, and unique
there some day.
appetizers - as well as drinks and
If you're craving Chinese food
cappucinos. The interior of the
for Valentine's Day, I recommend a
restaurant is very appealing also,
restaurant like the Hong Kong

; "St. Cloud Technical College,,

Totally

where the lights are low and the
food quality is high.
Siluated on 33rd Avenue and
Division Street, the Hong Kong
has delicious Chinese food and a
selection ofbcverages, with
alcolfol and without. I have
enjoyed everything I have: eaten at
this restaurant. The cost is about
comparable for evening dining.
For those who want a large
variety of menu choices and don'l
mind dining in a bar atmosphere:
there's Jimmy's. Restaurant in
Waite Park, over the bridge near
the Food and Fuel (and also
Jimmy's Pour House in Sauk
Rapids). The food is greal, there
are a lot of choices, the service is
good, and there (of course) is a
bar.
·
Ranking at the top of the list for
quality good food is the Red
Lobster on Division St. near
Baker's Square. Because of the
cost of eating there, it is a place I
haVe been treated to about twice a
year (three times last year).
We have never had a complaint
about anything there. The prices
may seem steep, but the meals
usually have more than adequate
portions and include a salad and
those delicious garlic-cheese
biscuits. Plus, the seafood is

awesome. Also, the service is
great, as are the eclectic musical
selections playiag in the
background.
One night, after an evening in a
St. Cloud establishment, my
significant other and I had an
early-morning snack at Subway in
Waite Park.
Y<;S, the place was brightly
lit, but after midnight people
might very likely, as we did,
have the whole place fo
themselves.
Another brightly lit and hudgetpriced ''fast food" place that stays
open until.the wee hours is Taco
John's. Wp ate there one e_vening
before attending a play here at

scsu.

My favorite things there are the
mucho grande taco, the large
.
nachos, and the potato oles (with
or without cheese, or with
everything).
There are many, many fine
places re eat in this area. I could
and would recommend many
more, but alas, due to space
constraints, I had to pick a few.
One final thing I recommend is,
if there's a place which you have
always wanted to try now is the
time to take that special someone's
ann and explore.
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with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a real

job!" "Instructors'"
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the best education pussible for you!"
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Men's Bowling
obtainagood

salary, a lh.:ense or. cenification is invaluable." "The newest

"'.d best
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at St. Cloud Technical College is required for .success in

Brett Froland
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Bala Devarajan
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These winners will now participate in the regional ACU-1
tournament as representatives of St. Cloud State University.
This tournament will be held on February 7 & 8 1998.
Atwood Recreation Center wishes them great success in
the regional tournament.
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdnn ..eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.

1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck. Hall.
SummerAall. Call 251-894-1.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractive 4-bdnn. apts'.,' heat pd.,
DW. gaiages, carports. 5 floor plans,
E.P.M. 251-6005.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU.' Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or251-9418.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality lwing. DW, NC, heat
pd. Contact Equily Investments. Jeff
203-7789.

$TATEVIEW
4-bdnn.

units on campus.

2

s®Wers, OW, micro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
UNIVERSITY WEST ON 7TH
4-bdrrn. apts., OW, micro., A/C,
quiet and clean, garages, Excel
Mgmt., 251-6005.

2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parl<ing/plug-in included. 654-8300.

SPRING QUARTER
1,2, and 3-bdrm. apts. AIM
SGIJDBL roonns. Grea1 localiions.
Dan 251-1925.

WEST CAMPUS

ROOMS FOR WOMEN

single rooms near Halenbeck.

close to campus. Utilities pd.

$185/rilo. Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
.

Available immediately. Reasonable
rerits. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

SUBLEASER WANTED
across from campus. DW, micro.,
NC. Contact Equity Investments,
Jeff, 203-7789.

2-BDRM. APTS.

1 stop SHOPPING
with various floor plans

remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
- - - - - - - - -~
CAMPUS APTS.
spacious 4-bdnn. apts., newer
carpeting, heat pd., near SCSU on
5th Ave., E.P.M. 251-6005.

amenities. Choose your size and
slyle. Basic u1il. pd. Northern Mgmt
654-8300.
.

OLYMPIC II
3 -4 bdnns. Near Hockey Center. 4bdnn. spltt untts with two full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
dose to downto"oVn and SCSU, heat
pd., R~erside Prop. 251-8284, 2519418.

and

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

MICHIGAN PLACE.
large 2-bdnn. on SE side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
EFFICIENCIES
..;th hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $2851mo. 654-1544.
FEMALE TO SHARE APTS.
private bdrm. near downtowrvSCSU
avail. summer & fall, 251-4605.

NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdnn. apts in 8-plex. WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM. APTS.
Private off-street parking. Laundry, • 2 locations, 1 & 2-bths., heat pd.,
heat pd. N~rthem Mgmt. 654-8300. ~;~~~rpeting, parking, E.P.M.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdrm. apts. near Cobom's and
D.T. 10- or 12-mo. leases. Dan 2511925.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdnn. apts. Avail. now. DW, NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 - $210/mo., plus
parl<ing. Call SM & M, 253-1100.

Policies.:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University.Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are _iru;ide the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of.space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255°2i64, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1
blk. tocampus.Ca11Greg267-3291,
251-4160 N/A255-1274.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, m~ro., TV, tele., in each
bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.

ROOMS FOR MEN
singles, huge doubles and triples.

north side, one bath, no smoking,

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. wtth 2 full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
securily. Heat pd. 253-1154.
5 & 6-BDRM. APTS.
avail. in house. util., parking
included. 259-"9434.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$2351mo. each. Call
252-2833.

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdnn. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2·
bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg._$460. Pool,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus ·fine, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

4-BDRM. APTS..
various locations. 259-9673 or 2599283,_Courrier Prop.

3-BDRM.APT.
avail. spring quarter. Call Rich, 6548099.

HOUSES, APT. HOUSES.
Call Dan at251·1925.

3 ROOMS FOR RENT
$225/mo. Parking and utilities
included. 654-6010.

3-BDRM. HOUSE

AVAILABLE 311
efficiency with private bath. On
51hAve. 253-1154.
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdnn. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 251-

Clean, safe environment for newly remodeled. $750/mo. Avail.
students. Pool table, full-size · immediate~. 255-2082.

8284. or251-9418.

volleyball oourt, dart boards, horse
shoe pit! From$185/mo.10-and 12mo. leases. Call 1-800-236-0034
#11390.

2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
several locations. Gall 259-9283,
Courtier Prop.

THE CASTLE
winter grad. seeking spring
subleaser. Spacious 1-bdrm. apt.
Close to carfl)us and downtown.
Parking avail., on-site laundry.
$360/mo. including util. Gall John at
259-1914.

WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdnn. apts.

1 block from campus. Newly

Thursday, February 5, 1998

HOUSES
14
campus
locations.
3,4,6,7,8,9, 11, 13-bdrm. houses.
Great locations. Free parking:
Quality living. Dan 251-1925.
4-BDRM. APTS.
$195110- mo. lease, $175112 mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673, Courtier Prop.
AVAILABLE SPRING/ FALL
large efficiency, private home S.E.
location. $300 plus elect. 253-6379.
AFFORDABLE
4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close
SCSU new library, heat pd., NC,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.
NOW LEASING '98 - '99
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-sir.
parking, laundry, micro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo. • 12 mo.
lease, $240/mo. • 1D- mo. lease.
Call Glen at 251-Q029, if no answer
leave message.
RAVINE APTS.
fall of 1998. 253-7116.
1,2,3, AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
great locations. A~o 6, 7,8,9, 11 , and
13-bdnn. houses. 27 campus
loclltions left. Dan, 251'1925.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus., nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
with 3 mature students. util. pd., free
laundry. 202·9598 Chad.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
attractive 2-bdnn. apts. heat pd.,
DW, micro., NC, intercom entry,
par1<ing. E.P.M. 251-6005.

SPRING SUBLEASER NEEDED
University North Apts. close to
campus. Call Shane 253-7688.

''THE CASTLE"
1, 2, 3-bdnn. apts. Qualily living.
Dan, 251-1925.
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-99
school year.
251-1814 or
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdnns. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.
METROVIEW APTS.
2 and 3-bdnn., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heal pd., NC, securily
garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
houses, apt. . houses, - and apt: •2-BDRM. AeJS.
;.
building. 27 campus locations left very nice, newly remodeled, $275 Dan, 251-1925.
$2951mo. ea. 1- yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Cail Greg 261-3291, 251M & M SUITES
4160, N/A255-1274.
1-room efficiency avail. March.
Utiltties included. 259-9434.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
1 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
on 5th Ave., avail. starting June. women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
259-9434.
710APTS.
3-bdnn. apts. 3 blks. W. of NHC.
Electric heat. Dan 251-1925.
2-BDRM.
side by side duplefiy Halenbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941.
STATESIDE APTS.
4-bdrm. aps. & studios. Newer
carpet and painl, DW, heat pd.,
par1<ing, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.
AMENmES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, .3 and 4-bdnn., decks, heat pd.,

ROOMS NEAR SCSU AND
DOWNTOWN
$200 to $250/mo., includes cable
TV, phone, and u1il. Call 249·=,
leave message.
MALE OR FEMALE .
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, huge kitchen, big living room,
satellrte TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.

~:;'.~~\~~~~BRiverside Prop.

BENTONWOOD
SE location. Ju net 1o and 23. 2bdrm. apts. to- or 12-mo. leases, on
bus line. Dan, 251-1925.
3-BDRM. HOUSE
no smoking, 1 bath, full basement,
new carpel. Near Halenbeck.
Fourth. bdrm. under construction,
$1, 100/mo.
255-2082,
avail.
immediately.
2, 4 AND 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., DW, securily,
heat pd. 259-9283, Counier Prop.

WEST CAMPUS II
2, 4-bdnn. apts. with 2 large baths,
DW, NC. Close to campus. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
the web scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
M & MAPTS.
now renting for 1998 - 99 school yr.
4-bdnn. apts., all fresh~ updated.
259-9434.
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SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdnns., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.

IVYAPTS.
4-bdnn. apts., DW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673, Counier Prop.

ATTENTION:
SCSU Health Fair sponsored ·by
Health Services! Free go<Xlies, door
prizes, activities and many
participants. 2/11 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Atwood Ballroom.

CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
Of1 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, tele., in each bdrm.
Security, OW, micro., heat 2400679, 250-0679.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many style:;; and locations. One call
rents rt allr253-1154, Select Prop.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose fr6m. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free par1<ing.
And much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
1· BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
.

J i~~~

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crjsis Pregnancy Center. 24-h'r.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

11230

"d~ =:rN~~~~t;t~: ~

SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library stte on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

Personals
How utterly worthless is
the tripe of the anoriymous coward.
.
- TR
God loves the .people of
this world so very much.that he gave
me, his only son, so that all those
who cling to me shall have eternal
life and shall never die.
-Jesus of Nazareth

For Sale
FUTON AND MATCHING CHAIRS
asking $150, call 203-8037.

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers· for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA application. Call 1-800-932·
0528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE'r-SHIRT.

-~ ®
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CANCUN •BAHAMAS
as low as $339!
G@(!;Gl!ll!ill@@:

'l Breakfasts • 'l Dinners
28 Hours AII-U-Can Drink!
SURF & SUN TOURS

□ c @@@cU~

0

'll>ink about it..

nn
'

Only ot Bridgeview South lllld Bridgeview West.
We have apartments available for men

and \-VC!men now for fall semester.

For more information call Dennis at

Pillar Propert9 Management.

Call Today
259-4259.

~r

University Village Townhomes

WANTED:
North Crest Gymnastics and Dance
in St. Cloud is seeking energetic,
positive kid loving teachers for
preschool through upper levels of
gymnastics and/or dance. Lower
level; experience a plus, upper level;
a must! Some posmons open now,
some open fall of '98. Call 2513416.
•

Openings for the 1998-1999 school year

LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? Give us a
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min. DOT, CDL's preferred, 253·
2226.

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 410-783-8275.
PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
Campus
Management, 251-1814. Ask for
Jeff.
COLLEGE STUDENT
to do ocassional overnight child and
house sitting for 2 well-behaved
boys (6 and 8 y,:s. old). Please call
Kristine or Steve at 252-313'.4 in S.
St. Cloud. (Please provide
references).

Attention

NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.

Four bedroom townhomes for individual
or groups up to four.

Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·

Next year you can live in an apartment building with a
~ for· your use at no charge to you. _
We have
.Windows, Word for Windows, Word Perfect, and a
connectio? to the lil>l1U'Y and ·much more.

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf .& Sun Tours to become a

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R· ·
3883 for listings.

TYPING
fast, accurate and professional.
240-2355.

soo sµMY~S~~~~! CAMPS/

Organize A Small Grou_p And Travel FREE!

$1,000 WEEKLY!!
stuff enve.lopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. Fir, Plr. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one SASE to: N 126, 12021 Wilshire BM!., Surte
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

1985 JEEP CHEROKEE
$2,200,
4-WD,
automatic,
dependable, 128M. Luke 529-0084.

RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.

NY, PA, New Engl_
and. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, ·etc.
Artene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428; ·
516-433-8033.

Employment

---=====-- ,

WINDSOR WEST
·4-bdrm. Units ahd bi-levels. Two full
baths: DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.

OFRCE ASSISTANT/.
RECEPTIONIST
part-time with growing company in
Sauk Rapids. Position is flexible wtth
class schedule. Ideal candidate will
be a business or accounting major.
Could lead to post grad. J)Osition in
related field. Call 'Tina or Becky at
612-550-9152.
HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you?? Amazing, profrtable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Cooey Island Brooklyn, N.Y.

FREE CASH GRANT!
College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS . 1-800-218-9000 ext. G-3883.
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
Management.
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
PRAIRIE HOME
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
2-bdnn. Large rooms, decks. Easy Headquarters and all other
access to SCSU. Air conditioners. students, $5. All other weekdays,
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300. $6.

MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.

$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time.At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on. $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, Your area. Toll free 1·800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts, 1-800-3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

Page 15
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633
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Cfiinese ~staurant

ALL YOU .CAN
EAT BU F · T·! .
Do yo.u have-thll,following:
-A lo~f:~h~~ing?
·
-Ded1cat1nn?,;,
·
' . ,:z » ~
~ 1
-The ·'k~i(it!Jto come
up-wit!,. :st~r.Y ideas?
-Willingn·ess~lo learn?

0

;st

Ifyou anwered yes to any of these questioni stop 1!X SH I3· or call, Ryan Vaz at
255-2449 and apply to be* Chronicle's
new Career and Mol'ley Edi/or.

eoiJcovertng ...
Department of Residential Life

Tuesday, February 10
Atwood Ballroom
8:30 a. m. - 4:30 p. m.

<

Choose to return to the residence halls
and take advantage of these benefits:
• choice of room, floor and hall to match your lifestyle.
• semester contracts and optional meal plans
·. • t.;ree use of a micro fridge for the 98-99 year when two
returners sign-up to live together on fe~ruary 10·
• discounted summer housing rates
• and much, much mote !!!

RooM SELECTION '98

ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
A tradition of excellence and opportunity

Program to combat racism
and racial harassment
and to enhance
cultural diversity
University Commitment
Recent.racist incidents have demanded a rededication lO confronting issues related to a long history of racism in our society.
These incidents have served as a catalyst to action and a reminder
that to this point in time campus response to raCism ari.d racial
harassment has been inadequate. The intent of this document and
these actions is to acknowledge that this university must d; more
to prevent racism, hate crimes and racial harassment and to pledge
to undertake a process to rectify that. It is our intent that this
response to racism will provide the framework under which efforts
to combat other forms of discrimination can be focused and successful.
The university community is seeking solutions to solve race-based
problems. St. Cloud State University administrators, faculty, staff
and student organizatiolls have united in their resolve to end
racism, and racial harassment on campus. On November 12 this
coalition declared in a signed statement: "We will not accept any
form of activity that would imply or expre:SS intolerance toward
any0ne. We reaffirm ollr standard that·we will have no tolerance
for racism, in any manner or way, by any member of the St. Cloud
State University Community. We ask the help and assistance of all
in making this a campus secure for all individuals."
The university expects and demands that all members of the university community -- administrators, faculty, s_taff and students -will at all times display civility and no toler~nce for racism and
racial harassm'ent of any kind. Those who perpetuate it are not
welcome at St. Cloud State.
The university announces a five-point program which includes
action steps to achieve the following objectives: A Rededication of
the University Commitment; Education, Training and Prevention;
Intervention, Mediation and Sanctions; Establishing a More Diverse
Community; and Defining The University:S Commitment and Role
in the Region. Resources required to accomplish these objectives
and the programs described in this document will be committed.
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Education, Training .and Prevention
1.
The university will develop an orierita-

b, ptogram for all faculty, staff and

administrators demonstrating and d~fining
- the university's commitment to the elimination of racism, hate crime and racial harass.;.
mem. Implem,entation: Fall of 1998.

Assignment: Human Resources Office,
Affinnative Action Office
Actions taken to date: An orientation
program will be sch~duled and completed by
all new staff and faculty within the academic semester in w·hi~h they begin their
employment. !-l«man Re"sources wi1l develoP
and coordinate ~n orientation program for
all new staff and faculty hired as of fall
1998 which will include education in reporting and investigative processes as well as

prejudice reduction.

•
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The university will develop a ~pecific
:eatioilal program for staff wh0 are in
direct contact with students in addition to
the faculty and staff training on racism,
hate crime and racial harassmenl. The primary aqdiences include University Public
Safety, Residential Life, Enrollment
Manag~maht, Facilities, Business Office,
Human Rtsources, Dean and Department
offices, Recreational Sports, Atwood Center
and other Student Life offices. The program will begin in December of 1997 with
presentations on· reporting proCedures and
be followed by education developed to
meet t4e desired outcomes listed above.
The education will haVe follow-up' and continuity. ...

Assignment: Hu~n Resources
Actions taken to date: Initial education
for the following groups has taken plaee in
November and December: Student Life
Directors, Residential Life hall directors,
Residential Life resident assistants and night
supervisors, Recreational Sports recreational student and sports facilities staffs, and
Atwood student employees and full-time
professional staff Upcoming eduCation sessions are planned for f:nrollment
Management, Administrative Affairs and
Public Safety personnel.
This education program, which focused
on "Prejudice Reduction," was developed
and facilitated by the director of the SCSU
American Indian Center.
A training Program focused on the cam- ·
pus "Reporting and Investigative Processes"
was ~nnounced to all staff and faculty and is
being delivered through_1? sessions beginning Jan. 28.
Human Resources is planning additio,, n. Cl.l
training in "Understanding and Reducing
Racial Prejudice .through Knowltdge,
Infonnation and Action," a 1.5 hour aUdience participation program to be completed
with the primary audience before the end of
the academic yea_r.

ACtions taken to date: A committee has
beffl fonned and has met. Preliminary rec•
ommendations will forwarded for approval
andJune 1998 implementation. •

4
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Assignment: StUdent Life and Development; ,
Minority Student Programs
Actions taken to date: Program modfled after the Advanced Preparation
Program currently being planned by
Minority Student Programs
c:::·The university will develop a required
~ trl:ning session on racism, hate crime and
racial harassment prevention for every new
student which must be taken before registration for the second semester.
Implementation: Fall of 1998

tor program so thal e~ery student of color
who desires is assfgned a faculty or staff
mentor who is trained for appropriate student support.
·

Assignment: Minority Student Programs
Actions taken to date: Minority ·student
Programs has implemented students of
color!mentorship program, hosting social
and educational forums in addition to oneon-one contact with mentors.
g
The university will add a position to ·
,,,Ute Counseling Center designed to be occupied by a counselor of color with experience ancl. training in issues related to the
collegiate experience.

Assignment: Student Life and Development
Actions tQken to date: Job description
and criteria for hire submitted Dec. 12, ·
1997 to Counseling & Student Health
Services director. A search is to occur
Spring of 1998, with position to begin
August of 1998.

Assignment: Student Life and Developmen1;
Minority Student Programs
Actions taken to date: Initial working
group comprised of Lee Bird, Shah,:ad
Ahmad,Jane Olsen and Lee LaDue met Dec.
8, 1997 and set ongping meetings to develop
best content and delivery systems.

university will develop a com(lreproposal for programming designed
to increase awareness, appreciation and
pride for cultural diversity.
Implementation: 1998-99 academic year.
Assignment: Minority Student Programs
Actions taken to date: Marty programs
currently are in place. Minority Student
Programs will be working with the

6

The Office of Acade111ic Affairs and the
ulty Association endorse inclusion in
the curriculum of a requirement for all students in the first year of enrollment and
which defines racism and the nature of our
society and discusses racial diversity,
racism, hati crime and racial harassment.
The curriculum revision will be initiated by
the faculty through usual curriculum
developmem channels,and will be implemented in the fall of 1998. Upon completion of the curricular ·revision, the General
Assessment Coordinator, with the General
Education Committee, will undertake an
assessment of the goals and effectiveness of
the Multicultural, Gender and Minority
studies curriculum in addressing racism
and recommend revisions as appropriate as
well as addressing other forms of discrimination.

Assignment: Academic Affairs; F~ulty
Association
Actions taken to date: Inclusion in the
curriculum of a requirement for all students
in-the first-year of enrollment is under dis·
cu.ssion by the faculty. Any curriculum
revision must come through the curriculum
process.
W(w<"'f

""/ The university will authorize for spring
Juarter 1998 additional sections of existing
courses which address the.nature of race in
our society, racial diversity, and/or racism as
required to meet student demand.

offer additional sections of courses which

The university will make more formal

Cl. more comprehensive the student/men-

The univei-sity will develop an orientafor students of color including discus-.
slon of the university com~itment to combating hate crime and harassment, as well
as what reporting mechanisms and support
structures will be in place.
Implementation: Fall, 1998.

,,-~ The university will revise new st_~ de~t,
'¢µit'imer orientation to include a definition ~ Assignment: Acadenlic Affairs
· of racial diversity, racism, hate crime and
Actions taken to date: Three sections of
racial harassment as well as the university's
HURL 101 have been authorized. Academic
programs of response when incidents occur.
Affairs is open to requests from deans to

Assignment: Enrollment Management

address the nature of race 1n our society,
racial diversity, an dlor racism.

University Program Board to develop a cultural planning committee to support and
enhance cultural.programming efforts on
campus. The search for the Minority
Student Programs Associate Director to
assist with programming will begin winter
quarter.

J-
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"lie university will develop training
,.bj;ms on racism, hate crimes and racial
harassment for those participating in stu,denr'government and its various commitR
tees.

Assignment: Student Life and
Development/Student Government
Actions taken to date: Studef!t
Government took part in initial training
program Dec. 13 as part of a state-wide
MSUSA conference. Student Representative
Assembly training is under development,
with a tentative date of Feb. 9, 1998 set for
implementation.
university will develop programs to
opportunities for minority student
· leadership development programs and university recognition activities.

Assignment: Student Life and Development
Actions taken to date: Minority Student
Programs will work with University
Organizations to develop more opportunities
for leadership development and recognition.
Three vehicles already are in place and
beini used by minority and international
~

Paid Advertisement
students. These include MSP Awards
Banquet, Leadership seminars and
Excellence in Leadership program. An
international leadership seminar will be
offered Winter of 1998, Jorusing Qn issues of
race and,culture. The director of University
Organizations is working with ISA and
.,
AISEC to plan this seminar.
u~iversity will develop programs,
an'd workshops designed to increase
students1 cultural awareness as well as overall calll:p-µs awareness and celebration of
diversity through means including programs in ethnic studies.
Assignment: Office of Academic Affairs
Actions taken to date: AcadCmic Affairs

co-sponsored, with .HURL, speaker James
Lowen. We have agreed to support and cosponsor a program with the History
Department to invite a speaker to campus.
We have indicated, to the deans, a willingness to consider other programs~ events, and,
workshops.

of intervention, advocacy and
twill be well communicated and
well supported so that students, faculty and
staff are empowered to report and· work
against racism, hate crime and racial harassrri.ent with knowledge that the university is
committed to the issue and that corrective·
action will occur. Communication mechanisms will include the stud~nt handbook, a
new Web site, pocket cards indicating how
and _w here reports may be filed ancl hOw
and from what sources advocacy will be
available.

Assignment: University Communirations
Actions taken to date: Pocket card$ with
quick referen.ce names, offices aTI.d number-s
where students may seek·help or advocacy
were distribuied the week of]an. 5, 1998.
Initial distribution included 3,000 to residential students. Cards also w(re distributed to offices noted on card, in Atwood
pait of Cultural Diversity week activities,
and through Student Government.
Additional cards will be distributed through
the office of the President, Affinnative
Action Office, Academic Affairs, Student
Life & Development, Administrative Affairs
and offices of deans.

l~.

e university will review all publicad policies and revise them to reflect
the commitment to eliminate racism, hate
crimes and racial harassment and progTams
being implementCd for that purpo~e.
ImplementatiOn: By the end of winter
quarter 1998.
Assignment: Office of the President
Actions taken to date: !'o_licies and publications have been assembled, and a key
word search is underway. ,.
_

as
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university will review the adequacy
.lr.Jsecurity program in residence facilities as it relates to racism, hate crimes.and
racial harassment and make proposals for
necessary changes. IIllJ)lementation: By .
January, 1998 propose changes to facilities
and/or procedures.
Assignment: Residential Life
Actions taken to date: Residential Life
and University Public Safety directors met
Dec. 8; 1997 with-representatives of CAASA
student organization to discuss hall security
concerns. Residential Life director will hold
a student forum to further discuss these
issues, with a recommendation to be available in January of 1998. Preliminary recommendations are being reviewed.

1
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, e university will review its current
olof training materials in the area of
racism, hate crime and racial harassment
and add. materials in the Leaming ResoUrce
Center which will be will puhlicized and
·available to all members of the university
,communi.ty. Implementation: By the end
of winter quarter 1998.
Assignment: -Learning Resource Center;
Minority Studies
ActiOns taken to date: The Leaming
Resources Center is in the process of reviewing its print and non-print collections. A
bibliography of materials will be available
in February, and new items will be considered for purchase. In the meantime, a pamphlet entitled "Locating LR&TS Sources on
Diversity Issues" has been produced and
distributed.

Intervention, Mediation and Sanctions

l

The university will create a m~chanism
Advocate education is to be scheduled
Assignment: Student Life and Development
odeled after the award..winning proand position descriptions will be revised.
Actions taken to date: Code reviewed to
insure that statements of bias violations are
grams on campus -- which encourages
satisfaciory.
These will be highlighted in
reporting of acts of racism, hate crimes and
The u~iVersity will develop an advothe next edition of Code (summer 1998).
racial harassment whether they occur on
· "'· · te support system for victims of racism,
Residential Life director sent to every
campus or off campus; which provides
hate crimes and racial harassment utilizing
student living in the residence halls a letter
advocacy and support to the victim; and
faculty, staff and students 'Yho are trained
which discus'sed diversity issues and possi· which includes swift and professional
in advocacy and university systems.
ble sanctions.
investigation, reports to the campus judiImplementation: By the end of winter
cial system.-and encourages and supports
quarter 1997-98.
·
The u~iversity will develop a means for
the victim in reporting to appropriate exter- Assignment: Minority Student Programs
nal agencies. This system will be available
Actions taken to date: Initial,protocols ~Orting incidents of racism, hate crimes
and racial harass~ent to the campus comfor the first week in the winter quarter
were develop£d for Student Life and
·
1997 and will require refinement of proDevelopment Dec. 2, 1997. An initial meet- munity as well as a means to follow the
progress of cases that occur. These will be
gram components during the winter quaring with advocates took place on Dec. 15,
based on successful systems in place at the
ter.
1997 to develop review reporting proceuniversity. Implementation: December,
Assignment: University Public Safety,
dures, draft documentation sheet and disMinority Student Programs, Affinnative
cuss the role of advocates. Minority Student 1997.
Assignment: University Public Safety;
Action Office .
Programs notified students of.the revised
Univer~ity Communications
Actions taken to date: Initial protocols
process in December.
Actions taken to date: Beginning in
were developed for Student Life &
Deiember, University Public Safety included
Development Dec. 2, 1997. An initial meethe university has reviewed its current
incident~ and crimes involving bias or hate
conduct and will revise it to make
ing with advocates too&_place on Dec. 15,
in its sta-tistical incident and crime reports .
.;t clear that any student found guilty of
1997 to develop review reporting proceThose incidellts that. involve a potential condures, .draft documentation sheCt 'and to dis.:. conduct violation involving racism, hate
t_inuing threat to any individual in the camcrimes
or
racial
harassment
will
face
severe
cuss the role of advocates.
pus community will become the subject of a
University Public Safety is developing
disciplinary action which may include a
campus-wide crime alert. An annual report
pfocedures for communicating, reporting
range of sanctions, including education,
will be developed for fall of 1998.
and investigating incidents involving racism, mediation, and immediate dismissal from
reside.nee halls and/or the university.
hate crimes and racial harassmem.
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Establishing a More Diverse Community

I
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The university reiterates its commitment
The upiversity will make a renewed and
hire faculty of color. We are revie'Wing 11grow
ggrcssive, affirmative action in recruit~ -~cial effort to take advantage of an unusuyour own 11 programs of other institutions to
ment and hiring of faculty, administrators'
ally large number pf faculty and staff search- determine whether or not such a program
and Staff and rededicates itself to creating a
es underway to increase the diversity oll
might worl: on this campus. _
more diverse community in all new hires.
campus. The Affirmative Action officer will
This includes searches underway at this
meet with each search committee underway
The university is de~~l~ping proposals
time.
·to discuss how to develop an adequate pool
programs designed to improve the probAssign»lent: Human Resources, Affirmative
of candidates.
ability of success for minority faculty ln the
Acti(?n
Assignment: Academic Affairs, Faculty
Retention, Promotion and Tenure process.
Action taken to date: .Human Resources
Association, Human Resoufces, Affirmative
Assignment: Office of Academic Affairs,
and the Office of Affirmative Action have ·
Action, Deans
Faculty of Color Caucus
planned a January meeting with the Vice
Acti0ns taken to date: We do currently
- Actions take to date: Faculty of color
President. of Academic Affairs ~nd the deans
have over 60 searches occurring in Academic . proposals are being developed
to initiate discuS$iO~ on improvement to the
Affairs. Deans have been ashed to carefully
faiulty fecruitment process generally and,
monitor those searches to assure that candi- ·'&®J The university will enhance its enrollmore spedjically, how we might be more
date p~ols include minority candidates.
/i.enr strategies to improve the proportion of
effective in the recruitment of faculty of color. M"eanwhile we-have indicated a willingness ..
~inority students in the first-year, first-time
class ·to 7 percent in the year 2000 and to
41
to fund additional advertising and search
./ The university will immediately include
activities to attempt to enhance the pool of
match the proportion of Minnesota's ACT
..Jfuall position advertising and search comcandidatCs.
test-taking high school graduation class by
the year 2002.
·
mitlee evaluations the need to demonstrate
ability to work with students, faculty ahd
In order to improve opportunities to
Assignment: Enrollment Management
staff of diverse backgrounds in hiring for all
ruit faculty of color, the university will
Actions taken to date: Enrollment mannew faculty, administrators and staff. In
require that prior to recruitment for faculty
agement targets have been set for the year
cases where these skills and abilities are not
positions the hiring department will review.
2000.
present, specific training programs will be
its mission, goals and curriculum as well as
made available to the new employee. The
a pioposed job description.
The university will conduct a retention
Affirmative Action officer will meet with
Assignment: Office of Academic Affairs,
dy f0cusing specifically on student of
each search committee underway to discuss
Affirmative Action
color retention issues and develop recomhow to implement this policy.
~ctions·taken to date: Deans are monimendations to improve retention.
Assignment: Human Resources, Affirmative
toringjob descriptions which are proposed
Implementation: Fall of 1998.
Action, Faculty Association
·
for positions which become vacant. They will Assignment: Enrollment Management
Actions taken to date: Human
not approve job descriptions which, by nature
Actions taken to date: A retention study
is being developed by thf 'Enrollment
Resources, Affirmative Action and University of the job description, preclude minorities
Communications have had preliminary disfrom apelication.
Management Committee.
cussions about methods and means of emphaThe university will find ways to enhance
sizing diversity where possible in all parts of
_ The university will develop incentives
the staff recruitment and hiring processes,
, - the recruitment of faculty of color which --.scholarship and aid programs to improye the
e.g. advertising, brochures, the Internet, the
are well known and meaningful to assist the
recruitment of students of color.
campus visit, the follow through, etc.
university in competitively attracting faculty Assignment: Enrollment Management
Beginning with fall of 1998, an orien!aof color.
Action$ taken to date: A plan to increase
scholarships has been developed for review. ·
tion program will be scheduled and completAssignmem: Vice President for Academic
-t
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ed by all new staff and faculty within the

Affairs

academic semester in which they begin their
employment at SCSU.

Actions taken to date: We are attempting to develop a pool of funds for searches

which will occur during 1998-99. The funds
will be used only if departments are able to

l

University Commitment and
RO Ie 1n
. th e Reg·o
1 ·n

Theuniveisitywillpropose '
develop iri partnership with
other regional colleges and,
universities, and, if appropriate,
host a Central Minnesota Summit
and Conference on Hate Crime.
Assignment: Academic Affairs
Action'S taken to date: Persons, including representatives from St. Ben's/St. john's

and from St. Cloud Technical College, have

.1

2

The university will develop ways to
ndorse, support and promote events and
activities which create a greater understanding and appreciation_of cultural diversity and inclusiveness in campus life.
Programs sponsored by students and faculty will be supported with the goal .of making cultural activities a pan of the campus
tradition of excellence and opportunity.

been invited to serve on a comniittee which
will develop a program for the summit.
The Vice President- of Academic Affairs :
and Human Resources coordinatf:d a presen- , Assignment: Office of the President
Actions taken to date: Discussions with
tation to the St. Cloud Area Chamber of
the Cultural Diversity Committee, Faculty
Commerce regarding the SCSU Program to
Combat Racism and Racial Harassment and
of Color Caucus, and Minority Student
to Enhance Cultural Diversity. This resultPrograms have been scheduled.
ed in a supportive resolution which was
passed by the Chamber's Board of Director's
in late November, 1997.

a

